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ABSTRACT

The use of spontaneous self-assembly as a lithography and external fields-free means
to construct well-ordered, often intriguing structures has received much attention as a result
of the ease of producing complex structures with small feature sizes. Self-assembly via
irreversible solvent evaporation of a droplet containing nonvolatile solutes (polymers,
nanoparticles, and colloids) represents one such case. However, the flow instabilities within
the evaporating droplet often result in irregular dissipative structures (e.g., convection
patterns and fingering instabilities). Therefore, fully utilizing evaporation as a simple tool
for creating well-ordered structures that have numerous technological applications requires
delicate control over several factors, including the evaporative flux, solution concentration,
interfacial interaction between the solute and the substrate, etc.
In this study, we developed a simple route to produce highly regular polymeric
structures in an easily controllable, cost-effective, and reproducible manner simply by
allowing a drop to evaporate in a confined geometry consisting of a sphere on a Si surface
(i.e., a sphere-on-Si geometry). The confined geometry provides unique environment for
controlling the flow within the evaporating droplet, which, in turn, regulates the structure
formation. A variety of polymers, including (poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV), poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFS), polystyrene (PS),
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PSb-PMMA), are selected as nonvolatile solutes. A number of parameters are found to
effectively mediate the structure formation, including the solution concentration, the
interfacial interaction between the solute and the substrate, curvature and molecular effect.

xiv
This simple, lithography-free route allows subsequent preparation of various metal, metal
oxide, and carbon nanotube patterns with controlled spacing, size, and thickness.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTIONS
Self-assembly at nanometer and micrometer scales
Self-assembly of small molecules
At all scales, self-assembly is defined as a spontaneous process of components which
are capable of forming either separated or linked, ordered structures.1

Molecular self-

assembly has been recognized ubiquitous in the filed of chemistry, materials engineering, and
biology, for example, the formation of molecular crystals,1 colloids,2 lipid bilayers,3 phase
separated polymers, 4 and self-assembled monolayers. 5 Although weak covalent bonding is
utilized to self-assemble in some cases, 6 a wider range of other interactions are also
employed, including van der Waals, Coulomb interactions, hydrophobic interactions, and
hydrogen bonds. In a self-assembly system, it consists of a group of molecules or segments
of macromolecules that interact and, ultimately, lead the system from less ordered molecular
state (e.g., a solution, disordered aggregation, or random coils) to ordered state (e.g.,
crystalline structure or folded macromolecules). When the appropriate conditions are
provided artificially or naturally, self-assembly can occur with aggregation of the
components in a various range of size7 from the molecular level to macroscopic level as
represented in Figure 1-1. 8 When molecules interact with each other, aggregation of
components results in when there is a net interaction at an equilibrium separation distance
between the components (Figure 1-1a). The equilibrium separation distance represents either
a competition or a balance between the attraction and repulsion forces. These two
interactions occur not only in molecular self-assembly, but also in macroscopic selfassembly. Self-assembly of any objects are recognized as the aggregates that are
energetically more stable than the individual, dissociated forms or disordered aggregates.9

2

Figure 1-1. Schematic illustration of molecular self-assembly.

Figure 1-1b and 1-1c show the reversibility or adjustability of aggregates. In case of
irreversibility (Figure1-1b), components (blue) that interact with one another irreversibly
form disordered glasses (green). In contrast, components, which can equilibrate or adjust
their positions during contact reaction within aggregates, can be engineered in ordered
crystals if the ordered forms have the lowest-energy level (red) (Figure 1-1c). From this
essential differences between irreversible aggregation and ordered self-assembly, we know
that the components should be able to adjust their respective positions. 10 As a result,
complementarities in shapes of the self-assembled components are crucial. There are
numerous self-assemblies in the field of biology as shown in Figure 1-1d, for example, the
folding of polypeptide chains into proteins11 and the folding of nucleic acids into functional
forms.12 These examples inspired the design of biomimetic processes.

3
Although much of the work in self-assembly has been focused on molecular
components so far, many of the most interesting applications of self-assembling processes
can be found in larger sizes, ranging from nanometers to micrometers scale, including
colloids, nanowires and nanospheres, and related structures. In the system where the size of
components is bigger than that of molecules, the attraction and repulsive interactions that are
concerned are capillary, electrostatic, magnetic, optical, fluidic shear, and gravitational
forces. Self-assembly at larger scale, which is analogous to molecular self-assembly, offers
practical and technological strategies to produce well ordered structures that have great
potential applications in microelectronics,

13 , 14

photonics,

15 , 16

near field optics,

17

nanotechnology,18,19,20, and manufacturing. It also provides a level of control over not only
the characteristics of the components, but also the interactions among them, which makes
fundamental investigations tunable through the interchange of concepts and techniques
within these fields.

Self-assembly of colloids
Colloids have been studied for decades on the broad range of perspectives and
materials science.21 There are a number of unique applications of colloids that are attractive
to scientists who work in the field of materials engineering.22 In the emerging filed of self
assembly related to nanoscience and nanoengineering, self-assembly of colloidal particles
produced well-ordered structures with a wide range of dimensions as shown in Figure 1-2.23

4

Figure 1-2. A list of representative colloidal systems together with their typical ranges of
dimensions. The upper limit of the critical dimension for colloids has been extended from 1
µm to 100 µm.

Monodispersed spherical polystyrene and silica particles24 in suspensions have been
used for studying the self assembly process due to their availability and potential
applications. In addition to these commercially available materials, 25 nanoparticles (e.g.,
quantum dots)26, 27, 28 and carbon nanotubes29, 30, 31 have also been explored aggressively.
A variety of mechanisms of self assembly of colloidal particles have been proposed.
Nagayama et al. found that the mechanism of self assembly via evaporation of colloidal
particles mainly originated from “capillary forces” between the particles at the fluid
interfaces.32,33, 34, 35, 36 Denkov et al. classified the comprehensive types of capillary forces
between the colloidal particles after considering various conditions, such as colloid’s
wettability, electrostatic repulsion, and particle weight effect between colloids and substrates
as schematically illustrated in Figure 1-3a.37
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a

b

c

Figure 1-3. a) Types of capillary forces: (1) the normal capillary forces can be due to either
liquid-in-gas or gas-in-liquid capillary-bridges that lead to particle-particle and particlesubstrate interactions, the force is directed normally to the contact line. (2) In the case of
lateral capillary forces, the force is parallel to the contact line. The interaction is due to the
overlap of interfacial deformations created by the separate particles. (3) In the case of
flotation force, the deformations are caused by the particle weight and buoyancy. (4) In the
case of immersion forces, the deformations are related to the wetting properties of the
particle surface: position and shape of the contact line, and magnitude of the contact angle. b)
Schematic presentation of the particle assembly process driven by the liquid flow c) SEM
image of the monolayered colloidal crystals fabricated 360 nm PS particles.

6
Figure 1-3b shows a schematic presentation of the particle assembly process driven
by the liquid flow. When a droplet of the colloid suspension dried on a solid flat surface,
such as glass or Si substrate, the attractive capillary forces within a thin film of liquid
supported on a substrate were the main driving force among the spherical colloids and forced
them to form a closed packed, hexagonal array. During slow evaporation under a controlled
condition, lateral displacement by slow migration of colloids allowed “nucleus formation”;
here, nucleus was defined as finely ordered region that consist of a number of colloidal
spheres at the initial stage of evaporation. When the thickness of the liquid layer approached
the diameter of colloids in the mid stage of drying, absorbed colloids led to slow-moving of
more colloids, which were assembled around the nucleus continuously due to their attractive
capillary forces. If the surfaces possess enough flatness, cleanness, and chemically
homogeneity, direct deposition of colloids could be a very simple method to generate highly
ordered structure with relatively large domain size on planar surface (Figure 1-3c).
Numerous researchers have found effective ways to utilize this simple phenomenon to
engineer the well-ordered structures for practical applications. Figure 1.4 summarizes the
techniques that have been implemented in the colloidal assembly. 38 In some cases, these
techniques are combined with the lithographical methods, such as prepatterning, templating,
replication, and etching process, before or after colloids deposition to yield versatile
intriguing structures.

7

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure 1-4. Diverse self-assembly strategies to create ordered colloid arrays: a) dip-coating
in which capillary forces and evaporation induce colloidal self-assembly, b) lifting up a
colloid array from an interface using the substrate, c) electrophoretic deposition of colloids,
d) chemical or electrochemical deposition of colloids with a patterned array, e) physical
template-guided self-organization of colloids, f) spin-coating in which shear and capillary
forces drive the colloidal self-organization.

Nagayama et al. discovered, for the first time, a growing particle array, via direct
observation of the dynamics of colloids under optical microscope, using a conventional dip
coating method (Figure 1-4a).8 In their study, they used a step-motor to control the
evaporation rate and lateral capillary force at the edge of interface meniscus / particles / air,
and to vertically lift up the wettable substrate from the colloidal suspension at very slow

8
withdrawal velocity 39 . in this case, polycrystalline monolayer having large domains was
obtained with various thickness defined by the diameter of the colloid (Figure 1-3c).
There is an increased demand for more dense assembly of colloids and the formation
of 3D arrays on a substrate. Colvin and his co-workers40 contrived an easy route to forming a
3D structure by placing an inclined substrate in a suspension of colloidal spheres at c = 1-5
vol %. As shown in Figure 1-4b, for this experimental approach, the optimization of
temperature gradient and the inclination of substrate41 were the key to control the evaporation
rate in a vessel for the colloids to adopt face centered cubic or hexagonal packing possessing
3D array fashions. 42 To utilize the interface of particles efficiently with electrostatic and
capillary forces, chemically modified particles i.e. alkoxyl chains or silanization could be
used at the special interfaces at the boundary of liquid meniscus, i.e., air/benzene or
octane/water interface. 43 Typically, in this case, the starting position for the colloids
deposition was somewhat below of the initial level of the contact line on the top of the
meniscus.
In addition to the abovementioned conventional techniques to assembly colloidal
particles on a flat surface, other techniques were also employed to enhance the controllability
and ordering of colloids, including electric or magnetic field (Figure 1-4c), 44 ,
electrostatic interaction using polyelectrolyte (Figure 1-4d),

48 , 49 , 50 , 51 , 52

45 , 46 , 47

self -assembled

monolayers (Figure 1-4e),53 ,54, 55 and spin casting on the prepatterned substrates created by
lithography which consist of patterns with specific shapes and aspect ratio (Figure 1-4f ). 56,
57, 58

Recently, most of the colloidal self-assemblies have combined with other techniques or

processes to generate precise site-specific adsorption of colloidal particles on the chemically
or mechanically tunable surfaces. A number of these examples are shown in Figure 1-5.
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Figure 1-5. Self-assembly techniques to create ordered colloid arrays a) an ordered square
array in the top layer and an ordered arrays of square voids in the bottom layer of a double
layered colloidal crystal produced using a two step lift up process. The inset displays the
magnified views of the corresponding images,59 b) an array of trigonal planar clusters formed
with 0.9 µm PS beads in cylinder holes 2 um in diameter and 1 um in depth,60 c) cross
sectional SEM image of thin planar opal template assembly on a Si wafer from 855 nm
spheres,71 d) SEM image of the nanopatterned hole arrays: magnified SEM image of a single
domain of a nanopatterned hole array. The inset shows a cross-sectional view of the
nanopatterned hole arrays, 61 e) Silicon inverse opal obtained from a planar colloids
templates,71 f) 80nm diameter silica particles on grooved samples for 3500 rpm of spin
speed,31 g) optical micrographs (difference interference contrast) of the drying front of a latex
suspension droplet on an ammonium silane (squares)-octadecylsilane monolayer pattern
before (A) and after removal of the liquid (inset) schematic side view of a resting droplet on
the substrate.47
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Although the practical applications are yet to come, periodic arrays in a regular
fashion in either two or three dimensions by self assembly of colloids can be exploited as a
platform of switches,62 microchip reactors,63 chemical and biosensors,64, 65, 66, 67 high density
data storage device,68, 69 electronics,70 and photonic bandgap materials.71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76 Many
of these assemblies have emerged as new material systems having a wide range of novel
optical and electronic properties as a function of particle size and interparticle distance. The
ability to generate well-defined distribution with varying feature size provides particular
functionality to reach to the industrial applications, such as fabricating integrated electrooptical devices.77

Self-assembly of block copolymers
One of the key challenges in recent nanotechnology is to precise control a selfassembly to create specific architectures.78,79 As the size scale of device features becomes
smaller, new self-assembled materials are required to meet the demands in both cost and
manufacturing issues. To this end, the self-assembly of block copolymers provides a robust
solution to these challenges. Diblock copolymers, comprised of two chemically distinct
chains covalently linked at one end, spontaneously self-assemble into a rich diversity of
structures at nanometer length scales (e.g. spheres, cylinders, lamellae, etc.), depending on
the volume fractions of the components. In addition, their size is dictated by molecular
weight, typically in a range of 10 to 100nm, 80 which promises a density of ~ (1–10)x1012
nanostructures per inch2. The formation of ordered nanodomains in block copolymers is also
dictated by the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter , which reflects the incompatibility
between blocks. They have found potential applications in preparing high density
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circuits,81,82,83,84,85 storage media,86,87 nanocomposites,88 ,89 functional nanomaterials.90 ,91 By
combining the tailored self-assembly of block copolymer at the nanoscopic scale (i.e., a
“bottom up” approach) with a “top down” process at the microscopic scale, such as
utilization of a lithographic template,92 ,93 ,94 uniform ordered arrays of nanodomains were
found in the block copolymer thin films. The combined “top-down” and “bottom-up”
approaches provides a path towards the rational design of “hierarchical structures”95,96 with
periodic features that span over multi-length scales.97
For many applications using diblock copolymer thin film, both orientation and lateral
order (i.e., long range order) of the nanodomains are crucial.98 Preferential interactions of one
of the two blocks with the substrate and the surface energies of the blocks categorize the
morphologies according to the thickness of films as shown Figure 1-6.99In the case of diblock
copolymer thin film, to achieve vertically aligned nanodomains, the commensurability
between the characteristic length scale, L0 of diblock copolymer and film thickness is
manipulated by optimizing the concentration of the solution. Cylinders lying parallel to the
surface (Figure 1-6c) and lamellae standing laterally to substrate (Figure 1-6b) are examples
for fabrication of nanowires. 100 Upright cylinders and spheres will be of interest in the
formation of highly packed hexagonal arrays for data storage devices (Figure 1-6d).

12

Figure 1-6. When confined to a thin film, the orientation of block copolymer domains with
respect to the substrate surface is crucial for many applications. a) Lamellae lying parallel to
the substrate, b) lamellae aligned perpendicular, c) cylinders lying parallel, d) cylinders
perpendicular, and e) spheres. In the case of lamellae in the perpendicular orientation and
cylinders in parallel, lines can be patterned if the persistence length of the structure can be
controlled. In the case of upright cylinders and spheres, the grain size and perfection of the
hexagonal array is of primary importance.

In

general,

the

self-assembled

structures

tend

to

be

progressed

into

thermodynamically equilibrium state so that the self-assembly process leads to regular, stable
organization. In case of both dip coating and solution droplet castings on substrate are “slow
processes”,101, 102 which generate self-assembly during the casting process. In addition, the
non-equilibrium effects of solvent evaporation affect the orientation of nanodomains leading
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to desirable morphologies. For example, the orientation of block copolymer cylinders
changes with the evaporation rate of the solvent. 103 , 104 However, in most cases, block
copolymer thin films are prepared by spin-coating technique where a drop of polymer
solution is deposited on a spinning solid substrate (silicon wafers are commonly used due to
their uniform flatness). As the substrate spins, the polymer film spreads by centrifugal forces,
and the volatile solvent is “rapidly” spun off. The thickness of the final films depends on
polymer concentration and spin speed; the thickness of the film can be easily controlled by
these two parameters. Also, the surface roughness of polymer films which obtained from
both spin casting and droplet solvent casting process can be controlled by varying the
evaporation rate of the solvent. For instance, if the solvent evaporation rate is too fast, the
surface will be roughened by solvent flow instabilities so that the solvent should be chosen to
maximize film uniformity. Moreover, in the process of spin coating, the solvent flashes off so
quickly that equilibrium state of block copolymers are hard to reach. Thus, self-assembly of
block copolymer occurs frequently in the mean time of allowing to an annealing process at
elevated temperatures under vacuum; this process minimizes surface-induced nonequilibrium effects, and increases the possibilities of a polymer to reach its thermodynamic
equilibrium morphology.
In principle, the higher the molecular weight of block copolymers is, the larger
obstacles of the kinetic barriers to thermodynamic equilibrium become.105 For applications of
larger domain spacing, extremely large molecular weights are necessary; in case of strongly
segregated molecular chains, the characteristic nanodomain spacing, d increases
approximately as the two third power of molecular weight. As a result, the allowance of
temperature range between glass transition and decomposition is insufficient to reach to the
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thermal equilibrium. In this context, rather than thermal annealing, “solvent annealing
process” 106,107,108,109 of block copolymer thin films are used. The solvent vapor provides
specific amount of mobility with the time scale to the block copolymers or acts as a
plasticizer to the thin film. In addition to supplying mobility, the solvent annealing may
screen unfavorable interactions between the copolymer species leading to a depression in the
order–disorder transition. Furthermore, the evaporation of a solvent is highly directional so
that this process can induce a spontaneous nanodomain orientation. When the solvent flows
normal to the pinned contact line, 110 it leads to the formation of well-ordered arrays of
nanodomains with very long range orderings. It has been demonstrated that the choice of
selective solvents dramatically impacts the kinds of nanostructures and plays a role in the
orientation of the nanodomains.
Film thickness has considerable effect on the morphologies of block copolymers111
Different interfacial energy in two blocks attracts one of the blocks to a substrate, inducing a
layering effect in the film. Lamellar film is composed of the characteristic spacing, L0 in
domain structures. The surface energy plays an important role due to the chain stretching and
compression of block copolymers, if the film thickness is not commensurate with L0.
Accordingly, islands or holes form at the polymer/air interface due to differences in surface
energy and affinity of the blocks with the substrate. Smooth films are observed after
annealing the as-spun film with a thickness that matches a natural thickness, h as discussed in
the following: (1) when both surfaces (i.e., the substrate and the air surface) attract the same
block, h is equal to nL0 , where n is an integer; (2) when two surfaces attract different blocks,
flat films occur when the initial film thickness equals to (n + 1/ 2)L0. In case of very thin
films, surface effects could induce significant deviations of morphology from the predicted
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bulk structures as shown in Figure 1-7. The surface reconstructions of a cylinder-forming
block copolymer include the reorientation of nanodomains, wetting layers, and perforated
lamellae mainly due to the interplay between surface energy and confinement effects (Figure
1.7).

Figure 1-7. The self-assembly of block copolymers is fundamentally influenced by the
boundary conditions including film thickness. a) and b) are phase AFM images of a thin
poly(styrene-b-butadiene-b-styrene) triblock copolymer which reconstructs as a function of
film thickness. c) is a schematic height profile of the phase images shown above, while d) is
a simulation result of the same block copolymer.112

Lithographically defined grooved substrates have been employed to extend the ability
of self-assembly of block copolymer thin film under confinement 113 with various length
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scales of topographical lateral dimensions (i.e., template assisted self-assembly). Similar
patterns of islands and holes have been obtained for the lamellar-forming and sphere-forming
block copolymers on topographically patterned substrates (Figure 1-8). Thermal annealing
has shown dramatic effects on the reduction of uncontrolled defects and improves the lateral
ordering in lamellar-forming block copolymers (Figure 1-8c). 114 A variety of periodic
nanoscale patterns, such as nanospheres (Figure 1-8d), have been created with the thickness
modulations.
In addition to the abovementioned template assisted self-assembly of block
copolymers, the perfect long-range ordered nanoarrays of block copolymer thin films
themselves can also be used as templates and have applications in nanotechnology.115 For
example, nanoporous materials116 can be generated by selective removal of one block from
the self-assembled block copolymer thin film. Subsequently, it served as a mask for
lithography using conventional reactive ion etching technique as shown in Figure 1-9.
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Figure 1-8. a) Characteristic lengths (L0) of block copolymers and the characteristic length
(LS) of the template are indicated. b) Perspective schematic of template and cross-sectional
schematic of a polyvinylpyridine (blue) brush on the SiO2 substrate surface (green) and a
monolayer of PVP spheres (blue) encased in a styrene matrix (red).117 c) Sequential phasecontest AFM images of a film of cylindrical PS-b-PEP prepared on a 95 nm deep and 600 nm
wide template with annealing times of A) 9, B) 14, C) 19, D) 24, and E) 33 h at 130 °C. d)
Spherical PFS domains within 1D templates of varying width. A) SEM images of ordered
arrays of PFS domains with number of rows in the groove n = 2–12.118
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Figure 1-9.

Processing scheme of nanolithography template consisting of a uniform

monolayer of hexagonally ordered PB spheres in a PS matrix (cross sectional view in a)).
The sequential removal of one component and further etching of the sample replicate patterns
on the order of tens of nanometers to a silicon nitride surface. Route b) demonstrates a
positive resist; dot arrays, while route c) demonstrates a negative one; hole arrays.119
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Self-assembly of biopolymer: DNA molecules
The specific binding of DNA molecules on surfaces has found many potential
applications in genetic analysis, diagnosis, and DNA chips, 120 ,

121 , 122

in which DNA

molecules are “addressable” only when they are highly ordered or stretched.123, 124 To this
end, the ability to arrange and/or stretch DNA molecules (i.e., DNA combing) is the key and
has been demonstrated in many occasions.125,126.
Bensimon and his co-workers were the first to study DNA combing. 127, 128, 129 They
exploited several techniques to align DNA molecules, including utilizing the receding
meniscus of vertically moving substrate, and confining them between two glass slides and
allowing the solvent to evaporate, for purposes of physical mapping of genes 130 and
molecular diagnosis of diseases.127

a

b

Figure 1-10. Methods of DNA combing. a) Utilizing the receding meniscus of vertically
moving substrate, b) Confining between two parallel surfaces.
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To develop the efficient DNA combing by simply stretching 131 , 132 , 133 , 134 various
substrates can be used, e.g. silanized,135 polymer-coated,136 predefined patterned surfaces.137,
138, 139, 140, 141

The moving meniscus of DNA solutions offered a wide variety of combing

methods to elongate and fix DNA molecules on the substrates via natural drying process.
Spin-stretching on a spinning disk at the appropriate speed to allow fast solvent
evaporation,142 controlling both the convective flow and the motion of meniscus, 143, 144,
146

145,

and electrophoresis separation 147 , 148 , 149 , 150 have been demonstrated to be effective in

DNA combing to form well-defined shapes and arrays of DNA molecules.
a

ac

eb

b

cd

df

Figure 1-11. (Left) The air-water interface acts as a local field directing the orientation of
molecules dynamically as they are deposited. Molecules of DNA oriented by passage of an
air-water interface around a) 90 ° bend in a 100 μm channel, and b) a 100 μm post. Scale bars
in both cases represent 20 μm; arrows indicate the direction of motion of the air-water
interface. (Right) Fluorescence micrographs of DNA molecules combed on a flat PDMS
stamp; c) vertically and e) diagonally aligned DNA strands on the PDMS stamps, and the
arrays of short, d) and long, f) DNA strands prepared by double printing: scalebar indicates
10 μm.
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On the other hand, other similar methods have been demonstrated by flowing DNA
solutions on the air/liquid interface in microfluidic channels. 151 , 152 , 153 , 154 , 155 , 156 These
results suggested the possibilities of precise control of the orientation and curvature of DNA
molecules, although molecules were randomly distributed in the microchannels originally.
Moreover, soft lithography method 157 was applied to realize the highly effective periodic
alignment of DNA via polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp assisted molecular combing
process.158, 159, 160
Apart from the above mentioned approaches, Seeman and his co-workers161, 162, 163,
164

pioneered to explore designable complex mesoscopic structures of DNA by self

assembling them based on their specific bonding pairs, which are the nature recognition
properties of DNA molecules. By the hybridization method and appropriate unique sequence
design of oligonucleotide’s base-parings, DNA “arms” with branched junction were formed
with single stranded “sticky-ends”; a new type of elementary block for two or three
dimension building blocks was appeared to compose a molecular scaffold-like structure. For
example, as illustrated in Figure 1-12a, one of the prototype structures was designed by
synthetic DNA molecules based on the assembly of four-arm branched junctions through the
association of sequence-configurative sticky ends. In addition, they suggested the hypothetic
construction of artificial DNA materials by controlling the number of arms in a given by
ligated DNA molecules whose edges were interlocked with two turns of the DNA double
helices (see Figure 1-12b).
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a

b

Figure 1-12. Assembly of branched DNA molecules; a) Self-assembly of branched DNA
molecules into a two-dimensional array. DNA branched-junction forms from four DNA
strands; those strands coloured green and blue have complementary sticky-end overhangs
labelled H and H, respectively, whereas those coloured pink and red have complementary
overhangs V and V, respectively. A number of DNA branched junctions cohere based on the
orientation of their complementary sticky ends, forming a square-like unit with unpaired
sticky ends on the outside, so more units could be added to produce a two-dimensional
crystal. b) Ligated DNA molecules form interconnected rings to create double helix. For
example, the front red strand is linked to the green strand on the right, a cube-like structure.
The structure consists of six cyclic interlocked single strands, each the light blue strand on
the top, the magenta strand on the left, and the dark blue strand linked twice to its four
neighbours, because each edge contains two turns of the DNA on the bottom. It is linked only
indirectly to the yellow strand at the rear.

An additional attractive approach to produce artificial DNA structures 165 at the
molecular level is “DNA-templated self assembly” with various functionalizations for use in
nanotechnology, such as electronics, 166 , 167 magnetic, 168 photonic, 169 and chemical sensing
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applications. 170 The basic idea is that the immobilized DNA molecules can be used as
nanostructured template like other polymeric materials. Braun et al.171 was the first to exploit
the metallization 172 of DNA molecules to achieve conductive of nanowires as shown
schematically in Figure 1-13.

f
c

a

d
g

b

e

Figure 1-13. Construction of a silverwire connecting two gold electrodes. The top left image
shows the electrode pattern; the two 50μm long, parallel elelectrodes are connected to four
(100 X100μm) bonding-pads. a) Oligonucleotides with two different sequences attached to
the electrodes. b) DNA bridge connecting the two electrodes. c)Silver-ion-loaded
DNAbridge. d) Metallic silver aggregates bound to the DNA skeleton. e) Fully developed
silverwire. f, g) AFM images of a silverwire connecting two gold electrodes 12 μm apart:
granular morphology of the conductivewire)
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They utilized self assembly of DNA as templates to construct Ag nanowire between
two gold electrodes, which were modified by thiolating DNA. Self assembly was performed
with another bridge-DNA containing sticky-ends to connect two electrodes (Figure 1-13b
and c). Then, Ag ion was loaded along the DNA template to form a selective Ag localization
through Ag+/Na+ ion exchange. AFM images showed small aggregation of Ag grains which
was contiguous along the DNA backbone.
Yan and LaBean 173 incarnated highly organized structures with specific nanoscale
features, for example, a “molecular pegboard” through the combination of both designed self
assembly of DNA molecules based on their specific bonding pairs and templated DNA
method. 174, 175 DNA molecular assembly has been recognized as the advanced materials,
which can be prepared by a number of methods, such as the direct DNA combing via
evaporation, designed self assembly by synthesizing, and hybridization with template and
lithographical approaches. More significant strategies are yet to be utilized in this emerging
filed.

Structure formation in polymer thin films
Dewetting induced structure formation
The stability and homogeneity of thin films and multilayer structures are of interest
both academically and technologically. Polymer films have been studied intensively because
of their important applications in the microelectronics industry as photoresists, insulating
layer, dielectric layers, coatings, lubricants, and protective layers. However, the polymer
films, which are usually prepared by spin coating, are trapped in the thermodynamic
metastable or unstable state.176 It is well-known that the destabilization of thin films creates
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the spontaneous rupture, and induces formation of holes. They continue to grow laterally to a
critical value at which a stable structure with a characteristic morphology is reached.177 This
process is termed “dewetting”.178,179
Reiter observed the break-up of polystyrene thin film that form irregular polygonal
structures on Si substrate. 180 The spinodal dewetting of thin films (below 100 nm) was
proposed to account for the resulting pattern formation, i.e., film broke up, followed by the
growth of holes. The rupture of the film was related to the nucleation of the defects on the
substrate, thereby spontaneously inducing the capillary waves (i.e., “spinodal dewetting”).181
Xie and his co-workers182 investigated spontaneous dewetting of polystyrene (PS) film on Si
substrates by preparing PS films with the thickness below 10 nm. They found the qualitative
influence of the film thickness on the dewetting process for the first time.
The influence of the native oxide layer on top of Si substrate in the dewetting process
was first described by Seemann and Jacobs.183 A different sign of Hamaker constant was
resulted in, signifying the interfacial interaction between the polymers and Si substrate, by
chemically treating Si substrate. Dewetting was classified by the “stability” of PS thin films
on Si substrate, and identified with the morphologies shown in Figure 1-14a-c). They
established a model that gave the relation of the spinodal wavelength, s 184 and the effective
interface potential,  (h) , which can be interpreted as the excess free energy (per unit area)
between the two interfaces (solid/liquid, liquid/gas)179, 185, 186 Three cases were considered,
i.e., stable (curve 1), unstable (curve 2), and metastable (curve 3) film as shown in Figure 114d. In curve 1,  (h) > 0, which meant that the equilibrium state lied at infinite film
thickness; there was no free energy minimum. For the metastable system (i.e., curve 3), a
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minimum of  (h) was at h = hequil , where hequil is the equilibrium film thickness (see the
arrow in Figure 1-14d), and at the maximum  (h) , the film thickness, h = hmax > hequil .

a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

h equil
Figure 1-14. a)-c) AFM images of dewetting PS (Mw=2k) films; scale bars indicate 5µm, a)
3.9nm thickness of PS on thick oxide layer of SiO2 b) 4.1nm thickness of PS on thin natural
oxide layer of SiO2 c) 6.6nm thickness of PS on thin natural oxide layer of SiO2 d) Sketch of
the effective interface potential Φ as a function of film thickness for stable (1), unstable (2),
and metastable (3) films. e) Second derivative of effective interface potential Φ as a function
of film thickness h.
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For h > hmax , the polymer film destabilized and ruptured via the heterogeneous
nucleation, corresponding to PS thin films on a Si substrate with a native oxide layer (~2 nm)
(blue and purple curves in Figure 1-14e). Curve 2 characterized an unstable state, in which a
spontaneous dewetting, i.e., spinodal dewetting occured. This process was analogous to the
spinodal decomposition in the polymer blend, having a characteristic wavelength, s (i.e., a
characteristic dewetting pattern of thin film).187
For PS thin film deposited on Si substrate with a SiO layer (i.e., Air/PS/SiO/Si), the
potential originated from van der Waals forces acted on PS film can be given,188

vdW (h)  

ASiO
ASiO
ASi


2
2
12 h 12 (h  d ) 12 (h  d ) 2

(1-1)

Where A is Hamaker constant, h is the film thickness, and d is the thickness of SiO. A model
was introduced for the global minimum of  (h) (the excess free energy per unit area) at the
equilibrium film thickness, hequil :
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Where the first term in eq. (1-2) is the short-range interaction of PS with SiO, the second
term is the interaction potential of PS with the SiO layer, and the third term is the difference
between the interaction of PS with Si and the SiO layer. Three curves as a function of PS
film thickness (at different SiO thickness, dSiO), calculated based on eq. (1-2), are shown in
Figure 1-14e. Furthermore, Seemann and Jacobs reconstructed the effective interface
potential

for

the

octadecyltrichlorosilane

(OTS)

modified

system,

denoted

Air/PS/OTS/SiO/Si, 185 in which a monolayer of OTS was deposited on the SiO surface.
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In addition to the above approaches, there are other ways to understand dewetting
phenomena and predict the evolution of unstable thin films. 189 , 190 , 191 , 192 Although the
instabilities of polymer thin films induced by spinodal dewetting and heterogeneous
nucleation have been studied both experimentally and theoretically, much work is still
needed to gain a comprehensive understanding of the dewetting process.193

Breath figures
The phenomenon of water condensing on a clean surface to form well-ordered arrays
of droplets is well known. In the past decade, the transfer of such structures to polymer
surfaces by in situ condensation of water droplets onto a drying polymer solution has been
shown to be a convenient means to ‘imprint’ highly ordered honeycomb structures into
polymers or nanoparticle thin films. 194,195 These honeycomb structures are termed “breath
figures”.
“Breath figures” could form not only on the solid substrates but also on the liquids,
especially on paraffin oil. 196 The first simple approach to produce “breath figures” was
introduced by Francois and his co-workers in 1994.

197

They found self-assembled

honeycomb morphologies were spontaneously formed with a monodispersed pore size when
a droplet of specific polymer solutions was exposed to a moist air flow. Figure 1-15 shows
the schematic of this approach method and the applications of the formed porous structures.
Self-assembled porous polymeric films have a wide range of potential applications as
antireflection coatings, 198 , 199 , 200 dielectric materials for electronic devices, 201 , 202 optical
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materials, 203 membranes, 204 and cell culture media. 205 Micro- or nano-porous structures
produced by the “breath figure” approach might be used templates, which were, otherwise,
often obtained using colloidal particles,206 micro-phase separated block copolymers,207 and
bacteria.208

Figure 1-15. Schematic of bubble formation and potential uses for bubble arrays with
different bubble sizes.

The detailed mechanism of the formation of “breath figures” is still debating. Two
mechanisms have been suggested. First, Srinivasarao and his co-workers 209 reported
progressive three-dimensional ordered array of air bubbles, instead of two dimensional breath
figure array within a polymer thin film, as shown in (Figure 1-16a). During the process of
blowing the moist air flow across the surface of polymer solution, water droplets nucleated
on the surface and subsequently grew because of evaporative cooling of water droplets. Thus,
non-coalescent droplets with a hexagonally packed ordered, quasi-crystalline, and highly
mobile array formed and sunk into a polymer solution. After complete solvent evaporation
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from the polymer solution, the water droplets evaporated as well. This further solidified the
polymer scaffold. After the formation of first layer of “breath figures”, a new generation of
water droplets as a second layer was deposited on top of the first one. This process repeated
over and over. As a result, a 3D network formed on a solid substrate when the solvent and
water completely evaporated from the polymer matrix.

Figure 1-16 Mechanism of breath figure arrays; a) the formation according to Srinivasarao,
and according to Shimomura with different perspective b) top view c) side view.
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Shimomura et al. proposed another mechanism for the formation of breath figures.210,
211, 212

After applying the polymer solution on a substrate, the solvent started to evaporate and

water droplets condensed on top of the polymer solution (Figure 1-16b). Then, the water
droplets were dragged around the polymer solution to reduce the surface tension. The
evaporation induced a shrink in polymer solution’s diameter, more water droplets were
packed with each other in the three-phase contact line (solution, air, and substrate). Complete
evaporation of solvent and water led to the formation of honeycomb structures.
Although the process of “breath figures” is simple and well established, not all details
of the structure formation are well understood. A variety of polymers were used to produce
“breath figures”, including star-like polymers, rod-coil block copolymers, 213 conjugated
polymers214, as well as linear homopolymers.209, 215 Different solvents, such as chloroform,
carbon disulfide, benzene, and toluene were empolyed to prepare polymer solutions.
Recently, the studies have been extended to use organometallic polymers 216 and grafted
polymers217 and complimentary substrates.218

Evaporation induced self-assembly
Dynamic self-assembly of nonvolatile solutes through irreversible solvent
evaporation of a droplet on a solid surface has been recognized as a nonlithography route to
producing intriguing patterns for many engineering applications.219, 220,

221, 222, 223

Two main

characteristic patterns are known. The best studies is produced by Marangoni-Bénard
convection,224, 225,226 which results in polygonal network structures due to the upward flow of
lower warmer liquid. The second is the “coffee ring” pattern (ring-shaped coffee stains
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formed upon the solvent evaporation) (Figure 1-17), which was first investigated by Deegan
and his co-workers.227, 228,229

Figure 1-17. a) A photograph of a dried coffee drop. The dark perimeter is produced by a
dense accumulation of coffee particles (the radius is approximately 5 cm). b) Video
micrographs showing dispersion of fluorescent 1 µm polystyrene spheres in water during
evaporation. c) Schematic illustration of the origin of the advective current. (i) If the contact
line were not pinned, uniform evaporation would remove the hashed layer, the interface
moves from the solid line to the dashed line, and the contact line would move from A to B.
However, if the contact line is pinned then the motion from A to B must be prevented by an
outflow to replenish the liquid removed from the edge. (ii) Shows the actual motion of the
interface and the compensating current.

It was observed that the contact line of a droplet becomes pinned in the drying
process. The highest liquid evaporating region at the pinned edge is replenished by the liquid
from the interior, so that outward flow carries the nonvolatile solutes to the edge. A subset of
the coffee ring phenomena is the concentric rings formed by repeated pinning and depinning
events (i.e., stick-slip motion) of the contact line, as illustrated in Figure 1-18230, 231
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Figure 1-18. A schematic illustration for a pinned contact line with the different view. a)
Main driving forces in the convective assembly process232. F is a lateral capillary immersion
force, between particles captured in the thin liquid film. Fd is a hydrodynamic force, which
drags the particles suspended in the thicker layers towards the thinner regions. Fd is the
caused by a hydrodynamic flux, Jw, which compensates the water evaporated from thinner
regions. b) Typical number of stripe patterns (the arrow in the picture) formed by the
evaporation of a droplet containing PS particles (0.005 volume fraction in water) on glass
substrate. c) (Left) the highest rate evaporating of liquid at the contact line induces a flow of
particles toward the edge. Then, some particles are pinned to the substrate by bootstrapping.
(Right) once the contact line “slips”, it keeps moving until it runs into a fixed particle, at
which point it may become pinned again.
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During replenishing the liquid evaporated at the pinned edge (Figure 1-18c), a flow
from the inner region to the outer region results in. This flow transfers the solutes to the
contact line that is formed by the “slip-stick” motion. After complete drying of the droplet,
contact lines, consisting of nonvolatile solutes, are left behind (Figure 1-18b). The deposition
of solutes is independent of the nature of the solutes (biopolymers,233,234, 235 silica particles,236
latex particles,237 nanoparticles,238 polymers,239 and so on), and only requires the pinning of
the contact line during drying.
However, stochastic concentric rings (i.e., irregular rings) are generally formed on a
single surface. 240 , 241 ,

242

Moreover, the bulk of theoretical work within lubrication

approximation has centered on understanding a single ring formation. Only very few elegant
theoretical studies have focused on periodic multiring formation 243, 244, 245 (i.e., concentric
rings) during droplet evaporation on a single surface.
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A paper published in Chemistry of Materials, 17, 6223 (2005)
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Introduction
Poly(ferrocenylsilanes) (PFS) are a novel class of transition metal-containing
polymers with a main chain that consists of alternating organosilane and ferrocene units.1-17
They posses intriguing physical properties that have potential applications in magnetic data
storage,1, 2, 4-7, 10, 12, 13 photonic device,1, 9 and redox-active materials.2, 5 In addition, they are
ideal precursors for producing magnetoceramics where the magnetic properties can be tuned
by

pyrolysis

temperature.1,

2,

4-8,

10-13

For

example,

pyrolysis

of

poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) at 1000ºC turns it into ferromagnetic -iron (-Fe)
nanoparticles embedded in an amorphous silicon carbide/carbon (SiC/C) matrix.1, 7 It has
been demonstrated that the patterned, micron scale PFS bars, circles, and lines exhibit a
significant increase in coercivity in magnetic properties measurements.12 Furthermore, these
patterned PFS can also serve as etch barriers in nano and microlithographic applications, for
example, transferring the patterns into silicon substrate.11, 15-17 PFS is stable in reactive ion
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etching process compared to common organic polymers due to the presence of iron and
silicon in the polymer backbone.17 However, the creation of these micrometer size patterns
involves the preparation and use of either a mask in UV-lithography11,

14

or a stamp in

capillary force lithography,16, 17 or requires the use of expensive electron-beam lithography
that is not cost-effective and operated under high vacuum chamber.11,

12

Moreover, a

subsequent step of removal of unexposed PFS is required.11, 12, 14
Self assembly via irreversible solvent evaporation of a droplet containing nonvolatile
elements (dyes, nanoparticles, or polymers) represents an extremely versatile way for onestep creation of complex large-scale18-34 or long-range ordered structures.35, 36 However, the
flow instabilities within the evaporating droplet often result in irregular dissipative structures,
e.g., convection patterns and fingering instabilities. Therefore, to fully utilize the evaporation
as a simple, non-lithography route to produce well-ordered structures that have numerous
technological applications, it requires delicately controlling the evaporative flux, the solution
concentration, and the interfacial interactions among the solvent, solute, and substrate. To
date, a few attempts have been made to control the droplet evaporation in a confined
geometry in which self-organized mesoscale patterns are readily obtained.37-39 Recently,
patterns of remarkably high fidelity and regularity have been reported.37 They are formed
simply by allowing a drop to evaporate in a confined geometry composed of two cylindrical
mica surfaces placed at right angle to one another.37
Here we show that, by constructing a much simpler confined geometry consisting of a
spherical lens on a silicon (Si) surface (sphere-on-Si), patterns of periodic concentric rings of
poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFDMS) can be formed in one step in a precisely
controllable manner without the need of lithographic techniques and external fields.
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Subsequent pyrolysis of the patterned PFDMS rings yielded ferromagnetic ceramics
containing -Fe nanoparticles. The use of a sphere-on-Si geometry carries advantages over
the case in which two crossed cylindrical mica surfaces were empolyed.37 It eliminates the
need of mica cleaving to prepare step-free mica thin films, the sputtering of silver on the
backside of mica thin film for optical imaging in the reflection mode, and the gluing of mica
thin films onto cylindrical lenses.40, 41 The present much simpler yet general geometry affords
a means to produce and organize surface patterns in a concentric fashion with unprecedented
regularity.
To implement a confined geometry, an inch-worm motor with a step motion of a few
micrometers was used to place the upper sphere into contact with the lower stationary Si
substrate. Before they contacted (i.e., separated by approximately a few hundred micrometers
apart), a small amount of PFDMS toluene solution was loaded (~25 μl) and trapped within
the gap between the sphere and Si due to the capillary force as schematically illustrated in
Figure 1a. The sphere was finally brought into contact with Si substrate by the inch-worm
motor such that a capillary-held PFDMS solution forms with evaporation rate highest at the
extremity (Figure 2-1b). This leads to unstable stick-slip motion of the three-phase contact
line, which moves toward the center of the sphere/Si contact during the course of solvent
evaporation.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of a droplet of PFDMS toluene solution in the confined
geometry consisting of a spherical lens on a Si substrate.

The evaporation, in general, took an hour to complete. Afterward, the two surfaces
were separated. A periodic family of microscopic concentric rings was formed on both
sphere and Si surfaces. An optical microscope (OM; Olympus BX51) in the reflection mode
was used to examine the deposited patterns without delay since crystallization was observed
after leaving rings at the ambient conditions for a few days. Instead of performing
characterizations on the spherical lens, including AFM (DI Dimension 3100 in tapping
mode) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Joel 6060LV) as will be shown later, the
patterns formed on Si substrate were investigated. This is because that the surface of the
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spherical lens is curved, which makes it hard to take images without the curving effect from
the lens.

Results and Discussion
Shown in Figure 2-2 are the optical micrographs of the concentric ring patterns over a
lateral distance of several hundred micrometers obtained by the deposition of PFDMS from
0.0625 mg/ml and 1.25 mg/ml PFDMS toluene solutions in the geometry shown in Figure 21. It should be noted that only a small region of the entire ring patterns is shown in the
images. In both cases, a definite spacing between microscopic rings was seen. The average
center to center distance of the rings, C-C, for the 0.0625mg/ml solution is 6.3μm as
determined by both AFM and fast Fourier transfer of the optical micrograph. The average
height, h, and width, w, of the ring are 96 nm and 2.5 µm, respectively, as measured by AFM.
For 1.25 mg/ml solution C-C=16.7 μm, h=182 nm, and w=14 µm. From the result of 0.0625
mg/ml solution each individual ring broken into dots was observed (i.e., forming dotted
rings), indicating, as would be expected, a surface tension driven Rayleigh instability at the
three-phase contact line since the concentration is twenty times dilute than 1.25mg/ml
solution. For both solutions the surfaces of PFDMS rings appeared uniform, suggesting that
PFDMS was in amorphous state and has not yet crystallized. This is presumably due to the
presence of trapped solvent. It should be noted that these unique concentric rings patterns
described here were highly reproducible.
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Figure 2-2. Optical micrographs of the periodic concentric ring patterns on Si substrate
formed by the deposition of PFDMS in the geometry shown in Figure 1b. The concentrations
of PFDMS toluene are 0.0625 mg/mL in (a) and 1.25 mg/mL in (b). The scale bars are 50 µm
in both images. Inset: the chemical structure of PFDMS.

After a few day of leaving sample in ambient condition, the surface of PFDMS
patterns were checked by AFM. Shown in Figure 2-3 are the 3D height and 2D phase images
of a PFDMS surface pattern made from 1.25 mg/ml solution. In 3D height image (Figure 23a), ridge-like rings were observed. Locally, they appeared as stripes in 80 μm x 80 μm scan
area. A close examination of AFM phase image revealed that the crystallization of PFDMS
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occurred. Brighter thin curved lines covered at the surface of each stripe can be seen, which
is indicative of higher, curve-like features were formed over a few day period.

Figure 2-3 AFM images of PFDMS stripes on Si substrate produced from the solution with c
= 1.25 mg/ml. (a): 3D height image; (b): 2D phase image. The crystallization of PFDMS is
clearly evident in 2D phase image. The image size is 80x80 μm2
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The fibril-like crystals are clearly evident and subsequently branch out to cover the
bare Si wafer surface between two PFDMS stripes. Moreover, PFDMS crystals were even
seen to grow and connect two adjacent stripes, for instance, in the lower left of the image.
The symmetric chain structure of PFDMS (shown in the inset in Figure 2-2a), which allows
close packing of PFDMS molecules into crystalline lamellae, favors the crystallization. For a
PFDMS with molecular weight (MW) of 3.4x105 the glass transition temperature Tg and
melting point Tm of PFDMS with two substituent methyl groups are 33C and 122-145C,
respectively.42,

43

These contrast with asymmetrically substituted PFS that possesses a

significantly lower Tg and is amorphous.44, 45 The residual amount of solvent trapped in the
rings, acting as plasticizer, causes a reduction in Tg of PFDMS used in our study. In addition,
the MW of PFDMS is 1.6x105, lower than 3.4x105, suggesting a Tg lower than 33C.42 Taken
together, Tg of PFDMS rings much lower than 33C is expected, this provides a sufficient
mobility for PFDMS chains to fold and form crystals at room temperature (~25 C).
The concentric PFDMS rings were further pyrolyzed at 1000ºC in a quartz tube under
vacuum in a pyrolysis furnace for a few hours to obtain the -Fe crystallites embedded in the
SiC matrix.1, 7 Shown in Figure 2-4 are SEM images of PFDMS before and after pyrolysis.
The integrity of originally formed ring patterns (Figure 2-4a) was retained after pyrolysis
(Figure 2-4b). As a consequence, very low-cost magnetic ceramic rings in a circumferential
fashion were produced in a precisely controllable manner and that have promising
applications in magnetic data storage, especially the rotating-disk medium.1, 7, 12
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Figure 2-4. SEM images of PFDMS rings (a) as formed; and (b) after pyrolysis at 1000°C.
The pyrolysis resulted in the formation of ferromagnetic ceramic rings containing -iron (Fe) crystallites in a silicon carbide/carbon (SiC/C) matrix. The integrity of originally formed
patterns in (a) was maintained. The white scale bars are 100μm in (a), and 20μm in (b).

The formation of periodic concentric rings can be understood as a direct consequence
of controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion of contact line resulted from the competition
between friction force (pining force, FP) and capillary force, FC (depining force) during the
course of irreversible solvent evaporation.30, 32, 34, 46 FP reflects the interaction between the
solute and the solvent.30, 47, 48 The counter force, FC is a function of the surface tension of the
solvent and the interfacial area of capillary formed between spherical lens and Si surfaces. In
the present study a capillary-held PFDMS toluene solution bridges between sphere and Si
surfaces with certain contact angle governed by the surface tension of toluene and interfacial
interactions between the surface (both sphere and Si) and the solution. A line of polymer18-20
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is then formed as toluene evaporates, ensuring that toluene evaporating from the edge of the
capillary is replenished by toluene from the interior, so that outward flow carries the
nonvolatile PFDMS to the edge. The deposition of PFDMS exerts a FP against the movement
of the contact line.49, 50 During the evaporation of toluene the contact angle decreases and the
interfacial area of the capillary increases. This causes an increase in FC. When FC reaches a
value greater than FP, the contact line would become unstable and hop to a new position.
Thus a new ring develops.47,

48

This process repeats over and over until it reaches the

sphere/Si contact area. The present confined geometry facilitates the suppression of
hydrodynamic instabilities and convections due to the facts that the experiments were
performed inside a chamber and evaporation was constrained to occur at the capillary edge.
As a result it provides a better control over the solvent evaporation. Thus, rather than a
stochastic stick-slip motion that was responsible for the formation of irregular rings,34 the
periodic ring patterns of PFDMS were deposited on both sphere and Si surfaces. In contrast
to cases in which gradient concentric rings were seen in confined geometries either
consisting of two crossed cylindrical mica surfaces37 or a sphere on a Si surface, the lack of
gradient, i.e., a constant C-C observed in the present study, may be due to a delicate interplay
of the geometrical constraint, the friction force, and capillary force. It merits a detailed study
that is currently being pursued.

Conclusion
We have developed a simple route to highly regular concentric ring patterns in an
easily controllable, cost-effective, and reproducible manner, simply by allowing a drop to
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evaporate in a confined geometry consisting of a sphere on a Si surface. The confined
geometry provides unique environment for controlling the flow within the evaporating
droplet, which, in turn, regulate the pattern formation. The organometallic polymer, PFDMS,
was chosen as a model system. By employing PFDMS toluene solution with an appropriate
concentration, either dotted (at low concentration) or continuous (at high concentration)
concentric ring patterns can be produced. The symmetrically substituted PFDMS rings
crystallized over a period of a few days at ambient condition. Thermal treatment of PFDMS
transforms it, with the retention of concentric ring patterns, into magnetic ceramic rings
containing -Fe embedded within SiC/C matrix that have applications in magnetic data
storage and photonic materials etc. We envision that the formed PFDMS ring patterns can be
used as etching barriers for preparing features with high aspect ratio by transferring patterns
into various substrates using reactive ion etching. This work is currently under investigation.

Experimental
Material: poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFDMS), having molecular weight of
1.61x105 was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. Solutions of PFDMS in toluene (1.25
mg/ml and 0.0625 mg/ml) were prepared, purified with 0.2μm filter, and used in the
experiments.
Construction of confined geometry: The radius of spherical lens is ~1 cm. Si wafer
was cleaned by a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nochromix™, and then firmly fixed at the
bottom sample holder. To implement a confined geometry, an inch-worm motor with a step
motion of a few micrometers was used to place the upper spherical lens into contact with the
lower stationary Si substrate. Before they contacted (i.e., separated by approximately a few
hundred micrometers apart), a small amount of PFDMS toluene solution was loaded (~25μl)
and trapped within the gap between the lens and Si due to the capillary force. The lens was
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finally brought into contact with Si substrate by the inch-worm motor. Cares were taken
during the contacting process to ensure no vibration of the sphere since irregular and/or
unstable rings may be resulted from the hydrodynamic instabilities induced by the vertical
vibration of the sphere.
Pyrolysis: -Fe was produced by pyrolysis of PFDMS sealed in a quartz tube under
vacuum in a pyrolysis furnace. The quartz tube was cleaned in base bath and dried. The
temperature of the furnace was kept at 1000C for a few hours, then was cooled to room
temperature.
Characterizations: An Olympus BX51 optical microscope in the reflection mode was
used to investigate the patterns deposited at Si surface. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images on patterns formed on Si surface were obtained using a Digital instruments
Dimension 3100 scanning force microscope in the tapping mode. BS-tap300 tips from
Budget Sensors with spring constants ranging from 20 to 75N/m were used as scanning
probes. The scanning electron microscopy studies were performed on a JOEL 6060LV SEM,
operating at 5kV accelerating voltage.

Instead of performing the OM, AFM and SEM characterizations on deposited
PFDMS patterns on the spherical lens, the patterns formed on Si wafer was investigated. This
is because that the surface of the spherical lens is curved, which makes it hard to take images
without the curving effect from the lens.
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CHAPTER 3: SPONTANEOUS FORMATION OF MESOSCALE POLYMER
PATTERNS IN AN EVAPORATING BOUND SOLUTION
A paper published in Advanced Materials, 19, 1413 (2007)

Suck Won Hong, Jianfeng Xia, and Zhiqun Lin
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011

Introduction
The use of spontaneous self-assembly as a lithography- and external fields-free means
to construct well-ordered, often intriguing structures has received many attentions due to the
ease of producing complex structures with small feature sizes.1-3 Drying mediated selfassembly of nonvolatile solutes (polymers, nanoparticles, and colloids) through irreversible
solvent evaporation of a sessile droplet on a solid substrate (unbound solution) represents one
such case.3-16 However, irregular polygonal network structures (Benard cells)14,
stochastically distributed concentric ‘coffee rings’4-6,

10

15

and

are often observed. The irregular

multi-rings (‘coffee rings’) are formed via repeated pinning and depinning events (i.e., ‘stickslip’ motion) of the contact line.4-6, 10 The evaporation flux varies spatially with the highest
flux observed at the edge of the drop. Therefore, to form spatially periodic patterns at the
microscopic scale, the flow field in an evaporating liquid must be delicately harnessed. In
this regard, recently, a few attempts have been made to guide the droplet evaporation in a
confined geometry17-20 with17 or without18-22 the use of external fields. Patterns of remarkably
high fidelity and regularity have been produced.18-22 However, interfacial interactions
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between nonvolatile solutes and substrates govern the stability of thin films and have not
been explored in these studies.18-20 The synergy of controlled self-assemblies of solutes and
their destabilization mediated by the interaction between solutes and substrates during the
solvent evaporation can lead to the formation of intriguing, ordered structures.
Herein, we report on the spontaneous formation of well-organized mesoscale polymer
patterns during the course of solvent evaporation by constraining polymer solutions in a
sphere-on-Si geometry as illustrated in Fig.3-1 (bound solution, i.e., capillary bridge).
Gradient concentric rings and self-organized punch-hole-like structures were obtained via
mediating interfacial interactions between the polymer and the substrate. This facile approach
opens up a new avenue for producing yet more complex patterns in a simple, controllable,
and cost-effective manner.

Figure 3-1. Confined geometry. Cross-sectional view of a capillary-held solution containing
nonvolatile solutes placed in a sphere-on-Si geometry (i.e., capillary bridge). X is the radial
distance of a formed pattern away from the center of sphere/Si contact, h is the thickness of
the thin film, H is the height of the capillary bridge at the liquid-vapor interface, and L is the
distance from the capillary entrance to the meniscus (the liquid-vapor interface).
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Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), and polystyrene-blockpoly(methyl methacrylate) diblock copolymer (PS-b-PMMA) were used as nonvolatile
solutes to prepare PMMA, PS, and

PS-b-PMMA toluene solutions, respectively. The

concentration of all the solutions is 0.25 mg/ml. The evaporation, in general, took less than
30 min to complete. The pattern formation was monitored in situ by optical microscopy
(OM). After the evaporation was complete, two surfaces (spherical lens and Si) were
separated and examined by OM and atomic force microscope (AFM). Only the patterns on Si
were evaluated.

Results and Discussion
Highly ordered gradient concentric rings of PMMA, persisting toward the sphere/Si
contact center, were obtained over the entire surfaces of the sphere and Si except the region
where the sphere was in contact with Si (Fig. 3-2a). A typical optical micrograph of a small
region of entire rings of PMMA is shown in Fig. 3-2b. The formation of periodic, gradient
rings was a direct consequence of controlled, repetitive ‘stick-slip’ motion of the contact line,
resulted from the competition of linear pinning force and nonlinear depinning force (i.e.,
capillary force) in the sphere-on-Si geometry20. This is in sharp contrast with irregular
concentric rings formed in an unbound liquid by stochastic ‘stick-slip’ motion of the contact
line,5, 6, 10 suggesting that the use of the sphere-on-Si geometry rendered the control over the
evaporation rate, and is effective in improving the stability against the convection.
The representative 3D AFM height images of PMMA rings at different radial
distances, X (Fig. 3-1), away from the center of sphere/Si contact are shown in Fig. 3-2c-e.
The recession (from Fig. 3-2c to 2e) of the center-to-center distance between adjacent rings,
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C-C, and the height of the ring, h, were clearly evident. As the solution front moved toward
the center of sphere/Si contact due to evaporative loss of toluene (Fig. 3-2a), both C-C and h
decreased progressively from C-C = 35.2 m, h = 192 nm at X = 4200 m (Fig. 3-2c) to 27.2
m, 141 nm at X = 3300 m (Fig. 3-2d) to 25.3 m, 93 nm at X = 2700 m (Fig. 3-2e). The
number of the rings in the 120 x 120 m2 scan area increased from 4 rings (Fig. 3-2c) to 4.5
rings (Fig. 3-2d) to 5 rings (Fig. 3-2e). The average width of a typical ring, w is roughly 2-3
orders of magnitude smaller than its associated length (i.e., circumference) (e.g., (2  X) / w
= 2  * 4200 / 16.8 = ~ 103; corresponding to rings shown in Fig. 3-2c). It is noteworthy that
marginal undulations at edges of the rings were seen at the very late stage of dynamic selfassembly of PMMA (Fig. 3-2e), in which the solution front was close to the center of
sphere/Si contact. There was no a thin layer of PMMA deposited in the space between the
two rings as confirmed by AFM measurements. Such gradient concentric PMMA rings may
be explored as unique surfaces for studying cell adhesion, selective adsorption, and
molecular recognition.19
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Figure 3-2. Gradient concentric ring patterns formation. (a) Schematic drawing illustrating
sequential formation of gradient concentric rings of PMMA during the solvent evaporation in
the geometry shown in Figure 3-1. Left panel: PMMA rings with largest C-C are formed at
the early stage. Middle and right panels: As the solution front propagates toward the center of
sphere/Si contact, C-C decreases. The sphere/Si contact area is marked as “Contact Center”
in the right panel. (b) Optical micrograph of gradient concentric rings of PMMA. The rings
(light green thin PMMA ring on Si substrate (yellowish background)) are periodic over a
large distance. The concentration of PMMA toluene solution is c = 0.25 mg/ml. The scale bar
is 50 m. (c-e) 3D AFM height images of PMMA rings as the ‘stick-slip’ motion
progressively approaches the center of sphere/Si contact, corresponding to the stages in (a),
respectively. The image size is 100 x 100 m2. The z scale is 1000 nm.
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Rather than a periodic family of concentric rings of PMMA formed by the ‘stick-slip’
motion of the contact line, considerable fingering instabilities2, 3, 7, 13, 17, 23 were observed in
the deposition of PS as toluene evaporated, characterized by the appearance of surface
perturbation with a well-defined wavelength at edges of a ring (Fig. 3-3). In the experiment,
the concentric rings of PS were found to form only at distances far away from the center of
sphere/Si contact (i.e., at larger X) at the early stage of dynamic self-assembly process (left
panel in Fig. 3-3a), as shown in a representative AFM image (leftmost ring in Fig. 3-3c). As
the solution front progressed inward, fingering instabilities emerged at both sides of a ring
(middle panel in Fig. 3-3a, rightmost ring in Fig. 3-3c, and Fig. 3-3d) due to the simultaneous
occurrence of the ‘stick-slip’ motion of the contact line and the fingering instabilities of the
rings.17 The fingers are readily revealed in the 2D AFM height images (Fig. 3-3c and 3-3d).
Eventually, the contact line jumped inward to a new position, during which it dragged fingers
formed in its front with it and, thus, yielded the punch-hole-like structures, residing along the
space between two adjacent rings (see snapshots (Fig. S1) from the real-time lapse video in
Supporting Information). An optical micrograph is shown in Fig. 3-3b, illustrating surface
patterns of PS produced locally at different stages.
The center-to-center distance between adjacent PS fingers on a ring, F, and the
height of the ring, h are 26.6 m, 374 nm at X = 3195 m (Fig. 3-3d) and 25.3 m, 328 nm at
X = 3020 m (Fig. 3e where F is roughly equal to the diameter of the microscopic hole).
The average width of fingers at the center connecting two adjacent rings is ~2.6 m as
measured by AFM (Fig. 3-3e). The spatial-temporal evolution of PS surface patterns from
rings to fingers to microscopic holes can be rationalized as follows.
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Figure 3-3. Fingers and punch-hole structures formation. (a) Schematic illustrations of
sequential formation of rings, rings with fingers, and punch-hole-like structures of PS as the
solution front moves inward. (b) Optical micrograph of surface patterns of PS formed by
drying mediated self-assembly in the sphere-on-Si geometry (Fig. 3-1). The fingers and the
punch-hole-like structures (blue PS patterns on Si substrate (colorless background)) are
observed. The concentration of PS toluene solution is c = 0.25 mg/ml. The scale bar is 50m.
(c-e) 2D AFM height images of PS surface patterns. The coexistence of rings and fingering
instabilities is seen in (c) at larger X. As the solution front moved inward (i.e., reducing X)
due to the evaporative loss of the solvent, fingering instabilities appear at both sides of a ring
in (d and e). With increasing proximity to the center of sphere/Si contact, the punch-holelike structures are formed in (e). The image size is 120 x 120 m2. The z scale is 1000 nm.
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The velocity of the displacement of the meniscus (i.e., the liquid-vapor interface), v,
in a capillary bridge is inversely proportional to the distance from the capillary entrance to
the meniscus, L (Fig. 3-1) (i.e., v ~ 1/L).24 v deceases as the meniscus moves inward as a
result of an increase in L. The numerical calculations have demonstrated that the formation of
fingering instability in an evaporating film is dictated by v: a faster v stabilizes the front,
while a slower v leads to the development of fingering instabilities at a propagating front.25 In
the present study, the concentration of the solution was higher at the beginning of the
evaporation process so that more solutes can deposit to form a ring, yielding a larger value of
h as observed experimentally. As the solution front retracted, the evaporation rate of the
solvent decreased, which, in turn, caused a reduction in v. Thus, fewer solutes were available
with which to pin the contact line. As a consequence, the concentration and the viscosity of
the solution at the capillary edge decreased. These led to instabilities.25 The fingers on PS
rings were observed to emerge gradually (middle panel in Fig. 3-3a, and Fig. 3-3d). A slower
v made fingers more stable. Furthermore, the center-to-center distance between two adjacent
rings, C-C decreased as rings near to the center of sphere/Si contact. This facilitates the
continuity of fingers connecting between neighboring rings. The microscopic holes were,
thus, formed with increasing proximity to the center of sphere/Si contact (right panel in Fig.
3-3a, and Fig. 3-3e).
Since the solution concentration (c = 0.25 mg/ml), the loading volume (V = 20 L)
and the solvent (toluene) were kept same for both PS and PMMA solutions, the difference in
resulting surface patterns of PS and PMMA (i.e., rings in PMMA vs. rings together with
fingers and holes in PS) can be attributed to different interfacial interaction between the
polymer and the substrate. The in-situ optical microscopy observation revealed that the
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formation of fingers at the early stage was a thin-film instability in origin (see snapshots (Fig.
3-S1) from the real-time lapse video in Supporting Information). On the basis of linear

stability analysis on a liquid-like thin film, that is, the capillary edge with the height h (Fig.
3-1) in the present study, the dispersion relation that quantifies the perturbation is given by26,
27

  q 4 

A
q2
4
2 h 

(3-1)

where  is the growth rate of the perturbation, q is the growth mode,  is the surface tension
of the solute, and A is Hamaker constant, signifying the interfacial interaction between the
solute and the substrate. It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that a
PMMA thin film is stable on a Si surface with 2-nm thick native silicon oxide at the surface
since A is negative.28, 29 In contrast, a PS thin film is unstable due to a positive value of A.29-31
Therefore, PMMA rings were stable on Si substrate while PS rings destabilized and formed
fingering instabilities with a fastest growth mode,
qm = [1/(2h2)]*[A/]1/2

(3-2)

It is worth noting that the viscosities of PS and PMMA, which contribute the pinning of the
polymers, are on the same order of magnitude provided that Mn (PS) = 420 kg/mol and Mn
(PMMA) = 534 kg/mol; however, the stabilities of the polymer rings are governed by the
sign of A (eq. 3-1). The fingering instabilities were caused by the concentration-gradientinduced surface tension gradient.17 The deposition of polymer to form a ring reduces local
surface tension of the solution, thereby leading the solution to spread to the region with
higher concentration.17 The condition for equilibrium between a wetting and a meniscus is
the equality of the capillary pressure and the disjoining pressure,24
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(3-3)

Substituting eq. (3-3) into eq. (3-2), the characteristic wavelength of fingering instabilities,

F is, thus, given by24, 26, 27, 32
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where meniscus is the surface tension of the meniscus in the capillary bridge (i.e., the surface
tension of toluene in the present study, 29 mN/m),  is the surface tension of the solute (i.e.,
the surface tension of PS in present study, 40.7 mN/m), and H is the height of capillary
bridge at the liquid-vapor interface (Fig. 3-1) and can be calculated based on H  X 2/2R,
where R is radius of curvature of the spherical lens (R ~ 2 cm) and X can be readily
determined experimentally. Substituting the height of PS ring determined by AFM
measurement and H into eq. (3-2) yields F = 29.6 m at X = 3195 m and F = 26.3 m at X
= 3020 m, which are in good agreement with values measured experimentally (i.e., 26.6 m
at X = 3195 m in Fig. 3-3d and 25.3 m at X = 3020 m in Fig. 3-3e). While optimized
experimental conditions are required to impart higher regularity of punch-hole-like structures
(Fig. 3-3b and Fig. 3-3e), the present findings suggest that a coupling of ‘stick-slip’ motion
and fingering instabilities due to unfavorable interfacial interaction between the nonvolatile
solute and the substrate (i.e., possessing a positive A) may provide a unique means of
organizing materials into well-ordered structures in which regular microscopic holes reside
along concentric circles (Fig. 3-3e).
To further verify that unfavorable interfacial interaction between PS and Si substrate
is crucial in forming fingering instabilities, a lamellar-forming diblock copolymer of
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polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) was employed as a nonvolatile
solute in which PS blocks are covalently linked with PMMA blocks at the one end. Fig. 3-4
shows a surface pattern of PS-b-PMMA formed by drying mediated self-assembly of a 0.25
mg/ml PS-b-PMMA toluene solution in the sphere-on-Si geometry (Fig. 3-1).

Figure 3-4 Optical micrograph of gradient concentric surface pattern of PS-b-PMMA
diblock copolymer formed from a 0.25 mg/ml PS-b-PMMA toluene solution. As the solution
front progresses inward, the transition from rings to the coexistence of rings with fingering
instabilities are clearly evident. However, punch-hole-like structures are not observed.

Well-ordered gradient concentric rings of PS-b-PMMA formed at the early stage of
the solvent evaporation were seen to transform into concentric rings with fingering
instabilities at their front at the final stage. The latter reflected a delicate balance of
competition of unfavorable interfacial interaction between PS block and Si and favorable
interfacial interaction between PMMA block and Si. The observations of PS-b-PMMA
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fingers at the final stage contrast significantly with those in homopolymer PMMA in which
only minimal undulations were detected (Fig. 3-2). On the other hand, as compared to the
case of homopolymer PS (Fig. 3-3), the punch-hole-like structures are, however, not
observed in PS-b-PMMA. This can be attributed to favorable interaction between PMMA
block and Si substrate. Depending on the affinity of respective block for the substrate
surfaces and the film thickness, the mircodomain of a block copolymer can be oriented
normal to the surface of a film over large area.33 A systematic study of microphase separation
in the PS-b-PMMA rings is currently underway.

Conclusion
We have developed a simple route to produce well-ordered patterns in an easily
controllable and cost-effective manner by allowing a drop to evaporate in a sphere-on-Si
geometry. The interfacial interaction between the solute and the substrate effectively mediate
the pattern formation. The rings and punch-hole-like structures organized in a concentric
mode may offer possibilities for many applications, including annular Bragg resonators for
advanced optical communications systems34 and as tissue engineering scaffold.35,
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The

present studies provide valuable insights into the rationale of harnessing the flow and the
evaporation process in confined geometries and creating unprecedented regular patterns.

Experimental
Sample preparation: 0.25 mg/ml polystyrene (PS) (the number average molecular
weight, Mn = 420 kg/mol, the polydispersity, PDI = 1.15), 0.25 mg/ml poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) (Mn = 534 kg/mol, PDI = 1.57), and 0.25 mg/ml lamellar-forming
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diblock copolymer of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) (Mn_PS =
130 kg/mol, Mn_PMMA = 133 kg/mol, PDI = 1.10) toluene solutions were prepared. All
solutions were filtered with 200-nm filter. The spherical lenses and silicon (Si) substrates
were cleaned by the mixture of sulfuric acid and NochromixTM. Subsequently, they were
rinsed with DI water extensively and blow-dried with N2.
Confined geometry: To construct a confined geometry, a spherical lens made from
fused silica with a radius of curvature ~ 2 cm and a Si wafer were used. The sphere and Si
were firmly fixed at the top and the bottom of sample holders, respectively. To implement a
confined geometry, an inchworm motor with a step motion of a few micrometers was used to
place the upper sphere into contact with the lower stationary Si surface. Before they
contacted (i.e., separated by approximately a few hundred micrometers apart), a drop of ~ 20
μL polymer toluene solutions were loaded and trapped within the gap between the sphere and
Si due to the capillary force. The sphere was finally brought into contact with Si substrate by
the inchworm motor such that a capillary-held polymer solution (i.e., capillary bridge) forms
with evaporation rate highest at the extremity (Fig. 3-1).
Characterizations: An Olympus BX51 optical microscope (OM) in the reflection
mode was used to monitor the patterns formation in real time. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images on patterns formed on Si surface were performed using a Dimension 3100
scanning force microscope in the tapping mode (Digital Instruments). BS-tap300 tips
(Budget Sensors) with spring constants ranging from 20 to 75N/m were used as scanning
probes.
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Abstract
Gradient

concentric

rings

ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]

of

polymers,

(MEH-PPV)

including
and

(poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-

poly(methyl

methacrylate)

(PMMA), with unprecedented regularity were formed by repeated “stick-slip” motion of the
contact line in a sphere-on-flat geometry. Subsequently, polymer rings served as templates to
direct the formation of concentric Au rings. Three methods were described. The first two
methods made use of either UV (i.e., on MEH-PPV) or thermal treatment (i.e., on PMMA)
on Au-sputtered polymer rings, followed by ultrasonication. The last method, however, was
much more simple and robust, involving selective removal of Au and polymer (i.e., PMMA)
consecutively.
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Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) periodic structures are attractive for a wide range of
applications in optics,1, 2 optoelectronics,3, 4 photonics,5 electronics,6 magnetic materials7 and
biotechnology.8 A variety of self-assembled systems have been utilized as templates to
produce well-ordered 2D structures with no need of lithography, including microphaseseparated block copolymers,7, 9 hexagonally ordered arrays (i.e., breath figures) made by the
condensation of micron size water droplets on the surface of a polymer solution,10 selfassembly of colloidal crystals,11 and self-organized mesoporous silica.12
Dynamic self-assembly of dispersions through irreversible solvent evaporation of a
drop from a solid substrate is widely recognized as a non-lithography route for one-step
creation of complex, large-scale structures.13-15 The flow instabilities within the evaporating
droplet, however, often result in non-equilibrium and irregular dissipative structures,16 e.g.,
convection patterns, fingering instabilities, and so on. Therefore, to fully utilize evaporation
as a simple tool for achieving well-ordered 2D structures, it requires delicate control over
flow instabilities and evaporation process. Recently, self-organized gradient concentric ring
patterns have been produced by constraining a drop of polymer solution in a restricted
geometry composed of either two cylindrical mica surfaces placed at a right angle to one
another or a sphere on a flat surface (i.e., two surfaces).17-19 The unprecedented regularity
makes these polymer rings intriguing templates for producing concentric metal rings. Here,
we report on fabrications of gradient concentric gold (Au) rings with nanometers in height
and microns in width, replicated from templates of polymer rings. The gradient concentric
polymer rings17-19 were formed on Si or Au-coated ITO substrate via drying mediated self-
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assembly from a capillary-held polymer solution in the sphere-on-flat geometry (Figure 41a).

Figure 4-1. Schematic illustrations of (a) a drop of polymer solution placed in a sphere-onflat geometry, (b) gradient concentric polymer rings produced by solvent evaporation in the
geometry shown in (a), and (c) side view of polymer rings formed in (b), exhibiting a
gradient in the center-to-center distance between adjacent rings, C-C and the height of the
ring, hpolymer from leftmost across the “Contact Center” to rightmost. The sphere/Si (or ITO)
contact area is marked as “Contact Center”.
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Two polymers were employed as nonvolatile solutes: (poly[2-methoxy-5-(2ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]

(MEH-PPV)

and

poly(methyl

methacrylate)

(PMMA). Subsequently, polymer rings served as templates for making Au rings by several
methods as schematically illustrated in Figure 4-2.

Experimental
Evaporation induced self-assembly of polymer rings in a sphere-on-flat geometry
Si substrates and spherical lenses made from fused silica (radius of curvature ~1 cm) were
cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nochromix™. The indium tin oxide (ITO) glasses
were cleaned with acetone, DI water and filtered ethanol, and then blow- dried with N2. A
sphere-on-flat geometry inside a chamber was constructed and implemented as follows. Both
spherical lens and Si (or ITO) were firmly fixed at the top and the bottom of sample holders
in the chamber, respectively. An inchworm motor was used to bring the upper sphere into
contact with the lower stationary Si (or ITO) substrate. Before they contacted (i.e., separated
by a few hundred micrometers), 25 μl polymer toluene solution was loaded and trapped
between the sphere and Si (or ITO) due to the capillary force. The sphere was finally brought
into contact with Si (or ITO) substrate by the inchworm motor such that a capillary-held
polymer solution forms with evaporation rate highest at the extremity as schematically
illustrated in Figure 5.3.1a. This leads to controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the
three-phase contact line, which moves toward the center of the sphere/Si contact (i.e.,
Contact Center in Figure 5.3.1b) during the course of solvent evaporation. As a result,
gradient concentric polymer rings were formed. Two polymers were used as nonvolatile
solute to produce gradient concentric rings: a linear conjugated polymer, poly[2-methoxy-5-
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(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) (molecular weight, MW = 50-300
kg/mole) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (number average MW, Mn = 534 kg/mole
and polydispersity, PDI = 1.57). The concentration of MEH-PPV toluene solution is 0.05
mg/ml. For PMMA, the concentrations of the solutions are 0.5 mg/ml and 0.125 mg/ml, used
in Method b and c, respectively. Only the ring patterns on Si or ITO substrates were utilized
as templates.
Template assisted formation of concentric Au rings
Method a: use of MEH-PPV rings on Si as templates. A 16-nm thick gold (Au) was
sputtered on MEH-PPV rings on Si substrate (Figure 4-2a). The sample was then exposed to
UV radiation (Mineralight Lamp; Model: UVGL-25; λ=254 nm) for 15 hr to degrade
MEH-PPV buried underneath Au. Afterward, the sample was ultrasonicated in toluene for 10
min to remove degraded MEH-PPV. Au replica was thus obtained (Figure 4-3). Finally, the
Au replica was cleaned up with sulfuric acid.
Method b: use of PMMA rings on Si as templates. Similar to Method a, a 36-nm thick
Au was sputtered on PMMA rings on Si substrate (Figure 4-2b). To achieve Au rings, the
sample was then placed in a furnace at 400 C for 2 hr to thermally decompose buried
PMMA, followed by extensive ultrasonication in toluene for 15 min.
Method c: use of PMMA rings on Au-coated ITO glass as templates. In this method,
a 36-nm thick Au was firstly thermally deposited on ITO glass. To ensure good adhesion
between Au and ITO, a 2-nm thick TiO2 was evaporated on ITO glass. PMMA rings were
then formed on Au-coated ITO substrate. Afterward, Au between PMMA rings were
selectively removed with a mixture of potassium iodide/iodide DI water solution (KI : I2 : DI
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water = 5g: 1.25g : 50ml) for Au for 1 min. Finally, PMMA rings were completely rinsed off
with acetone, thereby exposing Au underneath.

Figure 4-2. Schematic stepwise representation of formation of gradient concentric Au rings.
(a) Evaporation induced self-assembly of MEH-PPV rings on Si substrate from MEH-PPV
toluene solution, showing a decrease in C-C and h from outermost ring (left) toward the
“Contact Center” (right). Then a layer of Au was thermally evaporated, followed by UV
degradation of MEH-PPV and final removal by ultrasonication. (b) Gradient concentric
PMMA rings formed in the same way as illustrated in (a). Subsequently, a layer of Au was
deposited, followed by pyrolysis of PMMA and final removal by ultrasonication. (c) A layer
of Au was deposited on ITO substrate. Then PMMA rings were formed. Afterward, Au
between PMMA rings was selectively removed with the KI/I2 DI water solution. Finally,
concentric Au rings were achieved by washing off PMMA on their top with acetone.
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Results and Discussion
A drop of MEH-PPV or PMMA toluene solution bridged the gap between a spherical
lens and a Si (or ITO) substrate, forming a capillary-held solution (Figure 4-1a).17-19 The
evaporation is restricted at the capillary edges.17-19 Evaporative loss of toluene at the capillary
edges caused the pinning of the contact line (i.e., “stick”), thereby forming outmost polymer
ring. As solvent evaporated, the initial contact angle of the capillary edge decreased
gradually to a critical angle at which the capillary force (depinning force) became larger than
the pinning force,19 leading the contact line to hop to a new position (i.e., “slip”) so that a
new ring deposited. Repetition of the “stick-slip” motion of the contact line resulted in the
formation of concentric rings of the polymer toward the center of sphere/Si (or ITO) contact
(i.e., Contact Center in Figure 4-1b). The patterns chronicled the moments of arrested contact
line motion in the capillary bridge. The center to center distance, C-C between polymer rings
and height of the ring, h were found to decrease with increasing proximity to the Contact
Center (Figure 4-1c) as a result of the competition of linear pinning force and nonlinear
capillary force.19 It is noteworthy that the restricted geometry (i.e., sphere-on-flat) carries the
advantage over cases in which a droplet is allowed to evaporate on a single surface,13-15
namely, providing a unique environment for controlling the flow within an evaporating
droplet, which, in turn, regulates the structure formation with excellent reproducibility.
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Figure 4-3. (a) Optical micrograph of gradient concentric MEH-PPV rings formed via
controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the contact line in the sphere-on-flat geometry
(Figure 1a). The scale bar is 200 µm. Two representative 2D AFM height images are shown
as insets, demonstrating a decrease in C-C and h with increasing proximity to the center of
sphere/Si contact (i.e., from location (i) to (ii)). The AFM image size is 60 x 60 µm2. The z
scale is 50 nm. (b) Optical micrograph of Au rings after ultrasonicating off degraded MEHPPV, in which MEH-PPV was not completely removed. A close-up is shown in the upper
left. The dark and yellow stripes are Si rings and Au rings, respectively. The scale bar is 70
µm. (c) SEM image of Au rings. The dark and grey stripes correspond to Si rings and Au
rings, respectively.
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Subsequently, the polymer ring patterns served as templates for producing Au rings
using three methods as depicted in Figure 4-2. Method a utilized MEH-PPV rings formed by
evaporation-induced self-assembly from MEH-PPV toluene solution confined in the sphereon-flat geometry (Figure 4-2a). Gradient concentric rings are clearly evident (Figure 4-3a).
The C-C and h were observed to decrease as the evaporation front moved toward the
sphere/Si contact center (i.e., from upper right to lower left). The section analysis of two
representative 2D AFM height images (insets in the optical micrograph) yields that C-C = 9.6
µm, and h = 7.6 nm at location (i) and C-C = 4.3 µm, and h = 1.3 nm at location (ii). It is of
interest to note that the width of MEH-PPV rings is much smaller than the space between the
rings. After sputtering a layer of 16-nm Au on the surface of MEH-PPV rings, the sample
was subjected to UV irradiation (see Experimental). Finally, MEH-PPV rings together with
Au covering on their top were removed by ultrasonication, leaving behind Au rings that were
originally deposited between MEH-PPV rings.
Incomplete removal of buried MEH-PPV was observed as shown in Figure 4-3b,
which was most likely due to very low power of UV source used so that MEH-PPV was not
readily photodegraded completely. Locally, Au rings appeared as the stripes (SEM image in
Figure 4-3c). The width of Au stripes is much wider than that of Si stripes (a close-up view
of optical micrograph in Figure 4-3b and Figure 4-3c), which correlates well with the optical
microscopy observation before the deposition of Au (Figure 4-3a). The energy dispersive Xray analysis (EDX) on the Au replica revealed that no Au signal were detected in the region
between original MEH-PPV rings, indicating that MEH-PPV rings together with Au on the
top were completely detached from Si substrate. In Method b (Figure 4-2b), gradient
concentric PMMA rings produced by controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion in the
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restricted geometry consisting of a spherical lens and a Si substrate were utilized as
templates. A 36-nm Au was sputtered. Instead of applying UV radiation to degrade PMMA
due to rather low UV power, PMMA rings buried under Au were thermally decomposed at
400 C. The Au-ring replica was obtained eventually after ultrasonication in toluene (optical
micrograph; Figure 4-4a). The order of Au rings was reminiscent of the arrangement of
PMMA rings and was not affected by the thermal treatment and subsequent ultrasonication.
A typical 3D AFM height image of Au replica is shown in Figure 4-5e. The λC-C and h are 30
µm and 36 nm, respectively. It should be noted that complete removal of pyrolyzed PMMA
was achieved by sonication as compared to the case in MEH-PPV (Figure 4-3b), however,
prolonged sonication was found to cause Au rings to delaminate from Si substrate.

Figure 4-4. (a) Optical micrograph of gradient concentric Au rings on Si substrate fabricated
using Method b (i.e., schematic b in Figure 5.3.2b). The scale is 100 µm. (b) A representative
3D AFM height image of Au rings. The image size is 100 x 100 µm2. The z scale is 150 nm
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Rather than performing the sputtering of Au on polymer ring patterns to achieve Au
rings as demonstrated in Method a and b (Figure 4-3 and 4-4), a much simpler method
(Method c) was to firstly thermally evaporate a thick layer of Au on ITO, followed by the
formation of concentric polymer rings and successive removal of Au (between the polymer
rings) and polymer on the top of buried Au.20 As depicted in Figure 4-2c, PMMA rings were
formed at the surface of Au-coated ITO. The sample was then treated with the KI/I2 DI water
solution to selectively dissolve Au between PMMA rings. Finally, the sample was rinsed
with acetone thoroughly to remove PMMA, thereby exposing underlying Au as shown in
Figure 4-5a. The 3D AFM height images corresponding to the steps illustrated in Figure 4-2c
are shown in Figure 5b-d. The PMMA rings were humplike with the height, h, the width, w,
and the center-to-center distance between PMMA rings, λC-C are 114 nm, 14 µm, and 31 µm,
respectively as determined by the AFM (Figure 4-5b). After the treatment with the KI/I2
aqueous solution, h increased to 150 nm, while w and λC-C were unchanged (Figure 4-5c).
The height of Au underneath PMMA rings was, thus, found to be 36 nm, which agreed well
with the value obtained after removal of PMMA (Figure 4-5d). Rather than humplike rings
(Figure 4-5b and 4-5c), stepwise rings were obtained as are evidenced in Figure 4-5d and 45e. Slightly lower values of w (13.5 µm) and λC-C (30 µm) were obtained due to the fact that
the AFM image was taken at the location that was slightly closer to the center of sphere/ITO
contact. Compared to the Method a and b in which extensive UV degradation (Method a),
high-temperature treatment (Method b), and ultrasonication were applied (Method a and b),
this method is much simple, fast and robust.
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Figure 4-5. (a) Optical micrograph of concentric Au rings on ITO surface. The scale bar is
50 µm. (b)-(d) Representative 3D AFM height images (80 x 80 µm2), corresponding to the
stages illustrated in Figure 4-2c. The z scale is 400 nm. (b) PMMA rings on Au-coated ITO
substrate. (c) PMMA rings after removal of Au between the rings with the KI/I2 DI water
solution. (d) Au rings obtained after rinsing with acetone to eliminate PMMA. (e) Typical
cross-section of Au rings in (d).
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The gradient concentric Au sample was then reacted with 25 µl 6-FAM-Q-labeled
(green emitting fluorescent dye) thiolated oligonucleotides (purchased from Operon
Biotechnologies, Inc) DI water solution. A cover glass was placed on the top of Au sample
sealed with PDMS gasket to prevent water evaporation. Subsequently, the sample was put in
a humidified chamber for 24 hr. The absorption and emission maxima of green-emitting dye,
6-FAM-Q, are 494 nm and 520 nm, respectively (6-FAM-Q: 1-Dimethoxytrityloxy-3-[O-(Ncarboxy-(di-O-pivaloyl-fluorescein)-3-aminopropyl)]-propyl-2-O-succinoyl-long

chain

alkylamino-CPG)). As a result, Au rings were modified with oligonucleotides through the
formation of Au-S bond (Figure 4-6), emitting green fluorescence. The oligonucleotidedeposited Au surface was rinsed with DI water to wash away unbonded oligonucleotide. The
thickness of oligonucleotide adsorbed on Au rings was 7 nm, determined by AFM. The
oligonucleotides adsorbed physically on Si surfaces (between Au rings) also caused
fluorescence, but were much weaker. In the future, extensive rinse with phosphate-buffered
solution will be conducted and the pH of the solution and the rinsing time will be optimized
to achieve clear fluorescence image exclusively on Au rings.

Figure 4-6. Fluorescence image of 6-FAM-Q-labeled thiolated oligonucleotide patterns
formed on Au rings. The scale bar is 100 µm.
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To demonstrate that a wide variety of metal or metal oxide can be used to make rings
in gradient concentric mode, Al and TiO2 (semiconductor) coated Si substrates were
employed. TiO2 possesses the highest known dielectric constant of the oxide materials that
renders a variety of applications in electronics, optics, and solar cells. Figure 4-7 shows
optical micrographs of Al rings and TiO2 rings created in a way similar to the process of
preparing Au rings. Al and TiO2 between PMMA rings were selectively removed with 20
wt% potassium hydroxide (KOH) DI water solution for 2 min and 5 v% hydrofluoric acid
(HF) DI water solution for less than 1 min, respectively. Finally, PMMA rings were
completely rinsed off with acetone, thereby exposing Al and TiO2 underneath. The height of
Al and TiO2 rings are 410 nm and 140 nm in Figure 4-7a and 4-7b, respectively.
Representative 3D AFM height images are shown in Figure 4-7a and b as insets,
respectively. The λC-C of the metal and semiconductor rings can be easily tuned by varying
the concentration of PMMA toluene solution. A larger λC-C is clearly evident due to the use
of PMMA toluene solution with a higher concentration (c = 1 mg/ml) (Figure 4-7) as
compared to 0.25 mg/ml solution used for preparing Au rings. The height of rings is mainly
dictated by the thickness of metal and semiconductor sputtered on Si substrates prior to
drying-mediated self-assembly of PMMA rings as seen in Au and TiO2 rings, possessing a
smooth ring surface. However, in the first step of preparation of Al rings, due to fast reaction
of Al and KOH, Al between PMMA rings was removed very quickly. In the meantime,
partial dissolution of intact Al underneath PMMA rings occurred, thereby reducing the width
and the height of intact Al. Consequently, humplike Al rings were obtained (inset in Figure
4-7a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-7. Optical micrographs of gradient concentric rings of (a) Al and (b) TiO2. The
scale bar is 20 µm in (a) and 50 µm in (b), respectively. Representative 3D AFM images (80
x 80 µm2) are given as insets. The z scale is 1 µm in (a) and 400 nm in (b). The concentration
of PMMA toluene solution used to produce PMMA rings is c = 1 mg/ml.

Conclusion
Gradient concentric rings of polymers with unprecedented regularity were formed by
repeated “stick-slip” motion of the contact line in a sphere-on-flat geometry. There is no
restriction on polymer materials that can be used for forming highly ordered concentric rings
and on substrates where polymer rings deposited. Subsequently, polymer rings served as
templates to direct the formation of concentric Au rings. Three methods were described. The
first two methods made use of either UV (i.e., on MEH-PPV) or thermal treatment (i.e., on
PMMA) on Au-sputtered polymer rings, followed by ultrasonication. The last method,
however, was much simple and robust, involving selective removal of Au and polymer
consecutively. The resulting metal rings organized in a concentric mode may offer
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possibilities for many applications, including annular Bragg resonators for advanced optical
communications systems. It has been demonstrated that λC-C and h decrease nonlinearly with
increasing polymer concentration.19 Studies in order to dynamically tune the formation of
gradient concentric rings of polymers by proper choice of the solvent, the interaction between
the polymer and the substrate, and the curvature of the sphere, which, in turn, regulate the
dimension of Au rings, are currently underway. The methods described should readily extend
to the fabrication of gradient concentric rings of other metals21 and metal oxides (e.g., zinc
oxide) for biomedical applications with little toxicity.22 We envision that metal and/or metal
oxide microstructures other than concentric rings, for example, spoke patterns, can be easily
obtained from corresponding polymer templates produced in the sphere-on-flat geometry.
Gradient concentric metal and/or metal oxide rings can serve as etching barriers for
transferring patterns into Si substrate by reaction ion etching with SF6 gas. A detailed study
using organized metal and/or metal oxide rings as well as the abovementioned patterntransferred Si as channels for microfluidic devices is currently underway.
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CHAPTER 5: MESOSCALE PATTERN FORMATION OF A POLYMER
SOLUTION IN THE PROXIMITY OF A SPHERE ON A SMOOTH
SUBSTRATE: MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND CURVATURE EFFECT
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Abstract
A drop of polymer solution was constrained in a sphere-on-flat geometry, resulting in
a liquid capillary bridge. As solvent evaporated, intriguing surface patterns of polymer
formed, which were strongly dependent on the molecular weight (MW) of polymer. Dotted
arrays were formed at low MW; concentric rings were produced at intermediate MW;
concentric rings, rings with fingers, and punch-hole-like structures, however, were yielded at
high MW. Rings with fingers as well as punch-hole-like structures were manifestations of
simultaneous occurrence of the “stick-slip” motion of the contact line and the fingering
instabilities of rings. In addition, the curvature of the sphere in the sphere-on-flat geometry
was found to affect the pattern formation. A decrease in the curvature of the sphere led to an
earlier onset of the formation of punch-hole-like structures when high MW polymer was
employed as the nonvolatile solute.
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Introduction
Dissipative structures, such as convection patterns1-4 and fingering instabilities,5-7 are
formed when a droplet containing nonvolatile solutes (e.g., polymers, nanoparticles, colloids,
or DNA) is allowed to evaporate on a solid surface.8,

9

However, these self-organized

structures are, in general, irregular. The evaporation is, in principle, a non-equilibrium
process.9 Therefore, to fully exploit the dynamic self-assembly via irreversible solvent
evaporation as a simple, lithography- and external field-free route to achieve well-ordered
mesoscale structures that may have potential technological applications, it requires delicate
control over the evaporation process and the associated capillary flow. To this end, several
elegant methods have emerged.8, 10, 11 Recently, regular polymer pattern have been produced
continuously from a receding meniscus, formed between two parallel plates, by controlling
the speed of the upper sliding plate at a constant velocity while keeping the lower plate
stationary.8 In our previous work, we reported that concentric rings of electrically conducting
polymer and organometallic polymer of high regularity were formed naturally and
spontaneously via controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the three-phase contact line
when a drop of polymer solution was confined either between two crossed cylindrical mounts
covered with the single crystals of mica sheets10 or between a spherical lens made of silica
and a Si substrate (sphere-on-flat geometry), resulting in a capillary-held polymer solution
(i.e., capillary bridge).11-17 The evaporation in this geometry was restricted to the edge of the
droplet, the “stick-slip” cycles resulted in hundreds of concentric rings with regular spacing,
very much resembling a miniature archery target. Each ring was nanometers high and several
microns wide.10-12 By tuning the interfacial interaction between the polymer and the substrate
that governed the stability of the thin films, the intriguing, ordered dissipative structures can
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be produced as a result of synergy of controlled self-assemblies of the polymer and its
destabilization mediated by the interfacial interaction.15
We have reported that the use of solutions with different concentration and different
solvents effectively mediated the pattern formation in an evaporating droplet containing
nonvolatile solutes.11 In this paper, we extend our previous work to investigate the molecular
weight (MW) effect on the mesoscale polymer patterns formed by drying a drop of polymer
solution in a sphere-on-flat geometry (i.e., a spherical lens (or a push-pin) on a Si substrate)
as depicted in Figure 1. The patterns, ranging from dotted arrays at low MW to concentric
rings at intermediate MW to concentric rings and punch-hole-like structures at high MW,
were observed. A qualitative explanation was given to understand the pattern formation.
Moreover, the curvature effect of the sphere was also studied by replacing the spherical lens
(radius of curvature, R ~ 2.0 cm) with the push-pin (R ~ 2.5 cm). As the curvature decreased
(i.e., from 1/R ~ 1/2.0 cm-1 to 1/2.5 cm-1), represented as a decrease in the distance between
the sphere and Si, an earlier onset of fingering instabilities of polymer were observed owing
to a reduction in the velocity of the displacement of the meniscus (i.e., the liquid-vapor
interface) in the capillary bridge.

Experimental
Materials: four polystyrene homopolymers (PS) (Polymer Source, Inc) with different
molecular weight were used in the studies. The number average MW, Mn (and weight
average MW, Mw) of PS were 60 K (62.5 K), 112 K (118 K), 420 K (483 K), and 876 K
(1050 K). These four PS denoted PS-60K, PS-112K, PS-420K, and PS-876K, respectively.
All PS were dissolved in toluene to prepare the PS toluene solutions at the concentration of
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0.25 mg/ml. Subsequently, the solutions were purified with 0.2 µm hydrophobic membrane
filter. The spherical lens made from fused silica with a radius of curvature, R ~ 2.0 cm, the
push-pin made from stainless steel with R ~ 2.5 cm, and silicon wafers were cleaned by the
mixture of sulfuric acid and NochromixTM. Subsequently, they were rinsed with DI water
extensively and blow-dried with N2.
Sample Preparation: to construct a confined geometry, a spherical lens (or a push-pin)
and a Si wafer were used. The sphere (i.e., the spherical lens or the push-pin) and Si were
firmly fixed at the top and bottom of sample holders inside a sealed chamber, respectively.
To implement a confined geometry, an inchworm motor with a step motion of a few
micrometers was used to place the upper sphere into contact with the lower stationary Si
surface. Before they contacted (i.e., separated by approximately a few hundred micrometers
apart), a drop of ~ 23 μL PS toluene solutions were loaded and trapped within the gap
between the sphere and Si due to the capillary force. The sphere was finally brought into
contact with Si substrate by the inchworm motor such that a capillary-held PS solution
formed with evaporation rate highest at the extremity (Figure 5-1). It is noteworthy that the
use of a sealed chamber ensured a stable solvent evaporation against the possible external
influences such as the air convection and the humidity in an open space.
The evaporation took about half an hour to complete. Afterward, the sphere and Si
were separated. The intriguing structures were produced on both the sphere and Si surfaces.
Due to the curving effect of the sphere, only the patterns formed on Si were evaluated by the
optical microscope (OM; Olympus BX51 in the reflection mode) and the atomic force
microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3100 scanning force microscope in the tapping mode (Digital
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Instruments)). BS-tap300 tips (Budget Sensors) with spring constants ranging from 20 to
75N/m were used as scanning probes.

Figure 5-1. Schematic illustration of a drop of polymer solution placed between sphere and
Si substrate (i.e., sphere-on-flat geometry), forming a capillary-held liquid bridge. The radius
of curvature of upper sphere is R. The absolute position of the ring away from the sphere/Si
contact center is X.

Results and Discussion
Molecular Weight Effect
The structures shown in Figures 5-2 to 5-4 were obtained by drying the four PS
toluene solutions placed between the spherical lens (R ~ 2 cm) and Si substrate. The
evaporation took place under controlled conditions (i.e., the constant temperature (room
temperature) and the same initial polymer concentration, c = 0.25 mg/ml). For the PS with
the MW of 60K, irregular dotted arrays were formed exclusively on the Si substrate by
drying the PS-60K toluene solution in the sphere-on-Si geometry (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-2. (a) Optical micrograph of randomly dispersed PS-60K aggregates on Si substrate
after the evaporation of toluene in the sphere-on-flat geometry. The initial concentration of
the PS-60K toluene solution, c is 0.25 mg/ml. Scale bar = 25 m. (b) AFM image of PS-60K
aggregates, showing the details of dewetted patterns. The image size is 80 m x 80 m.

A typical optical micrograph of randomly distributed PS-60K aggregates is shown in
Figure 5-2a. The average height of PS-60K aggregates was 204 nm and 126 nm for bigger
and smaller PS dots, respectively (Figure 5-2b). It is important to note that similar patterns
were observed for other PS-60K samples at different concentrations (from 0.125 mg/ml to 5
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mg/ml), suggesting that (a) the formation of isolated, randomly dispersed PS-60K aggregates
was governed by the dewetting;8 (b) the force exerted by the deposition of PS-60K was not
strong enough to pin the three-phase contact line (i.e., form a “coffee ring”).18-20 Thus, the
thin liquid film ruptured on the surfaces into randomly distributed PS dots to minimize the
surface energy.5, 8

Figure 5-3. (a) Optical micrograph of concentric ring patterns of PS-112K on Si substrate
after the evaporation of toluene in the sphere-on-flat geometry. The initial concentration of
the PS-112K toluene solution, c is 0.25 mg/ml. Scale bar = 50 m. The arrow on the upper
left marks the direction of the movement of the solution front. (b) A typical 2D AFM height
image of PS-112K rings. The image size is 80 m x 80 m.
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Figure 5-4. (a) Optical micrograph of surface patterns of PS-420K formed by the drying
mediated self-assembly in the sphere-on-flat geometry. The rings, rings with fingers, and
punch-hole-like structures (colorful patterns on light gray Si substrate) were obtained. The
initial concentration of the PS-420K toluene solution, c is 0.25 mg/ml. Scale bar = 70 m.
The arrow on the upper right marks the direction of the movement of the solution front. (b-d)
2D AFM height images of surface patterns, roughly corresponding to the locations in the
upper left, middle, and lower right of the optical micrograph in (a). The rings and rings with
fingering instabilities were seen in (b) at larger X. The fingers appeared on both sides of a
ring in (c) at intermediate X. The punch-hole-like structures were formed when the solution
front was closer to the center of sphere/Si contact (i.e., at small X) as shown in (d). (e) A
corresponding 3D AFM height image of (d). The image size is 100 x 100 m2.
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When a higher MW PS was used (i.e., PS-112K), microscopic concentric rings of PS112K were obtained as shown in Figure 3a. The formation of concentric rings was a direct
consequence of repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the contact line (i.e., the competition
between the pinning force (“stick”) and the depinning force (“slip”)) toward the center of
sphere/Si contact with elapsed time as discussed in our previous work.10-12, 15 The solution
front was arrested at the capillary edge as toluene evaporated (Figure 5-1). The local
viscosity of the contact line was then increased with time. This led to the vitrification of a
PS-112K ring before the solution front jumped to the next position where it was arrested
again.21 The average jumping distance (i.e., the center-to-center distance between adjacent
rings), C-C and the average height of the ring, h are 30.2 m and 228 nm, respectively, as
determined by AFM (Figure 5-3b). Locally, the rings appeared as parallel stripes; and the
shape of each ring was, however, non-uniform. No PS-112K was deposited between the rings
(Figure 5-3b).
A set of intriguing surface patterns emerged when the PS with the MW of 420K (i.e.,
PS-420K) was employed. Figure 5-4a shows an optical micrograph of the pattern of PS-420K
produced at different stages of “stick-slip” motion of the contact line as toluene evaporated
from the capillary edge. The 2D AFM height images of surface patterns, roughly
corresponding to the locations in the upper left, middle, and lower right of the optical
micrograph in Figure 5-4a, are shown in Figures 5-4b-d. The concentric rings and rings with
fingering instabilities5-7 were formed at distances far away from the center of sphere/Si
contact (i.e., at larger X) (upper left of optical micrograph in Figure 5-4a and Figure 5-4b).
The fingering instabilities represented as the surface perturbation with a well-defined
wavelength at edges of a ring. The fingers appeared on both sides of a ring at intermediate X
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(Figure 5-4c). When the solution front was closer to the center of sphere/Si contact (i.e., at
small X), the punch-hole-like structures were produced by interconnecting the fingers from
adjacent rings (Figures 4d-e). The characteristic distance between adjacent PS-420K fingers
on a ring, F and the height of the ring, h were 25.35 m and 379 nm at X = 3190 m (Figure
4b), 25.26 m and 335 nm at X = 3090 m (Figure 5-4c), and 24.90 m and 327 nm at X =
2950 m (Figure 5-4d). The average width and height of fingers at the center connecting two
adjacent rings were 3.74 m and 195 nm (Figures 5-4d-e).
The emergence of PS-420K surface patterns from rings to rings having fingering
instabilities to punch-hole-like structures has been qualitatively understood based on the fact
that the velocity of the displacement of the meniscus at the capillary edge, v was inversely
proportional to the distance from the capillary entrance to the meniscus.15,

22

A faster v

stabilized the front, while a slower v led to the development of fingering instabilities at a
propagating front.23 As the solution front progressed toward the center of the sphere/Si
contact, v decreased owing to a decrease in the evaporation rate of toluene. As a result, fewer
PS-420K were available to transport and pin the contact line. This caused the formation of
fingering instabilities. The center-to-center distance between two adjacent rings, C-C
decreased gradually as the solution front approached the center of sphere/Si contact. This
facilitated the fingers from adjacent rings to connect each other. As a result, the sequence of
microscopic holes was produced with increasing proximity to the center of sphere/Si contact
(low right of the optical micrograph in Figure 5-4a and Figures 5-4d-e). Similar surface
patterns were observed from the drying of 0.25 mg/ml PS-876K toluene solution, i.e.,
forming rings, rings with fingers, and a periodic array of punch-holes progressively with a
decrease in X (Figure 5-1).
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We now turn our attention to further address qualitatively the molecular weight effect
on the structure formation based on the overlap concentration argument. de Gennes et al
presented three concentration regimes for polymer random coils in solution; they are dilute,
semidilute, and concentrated solutions, corresponding to separated chains, overlapping
chains, and entangled chains, respectively.24, 25 The overlap concentration, C* from dilute to
semidilute solution is defined as the concentration at which the polymer coils touch each
other.24, 26
C* 

3M

(1)

4R g N A
3

where M, Rg, and NA are the molecular weight of polymer, radius of gyration, and
Avogadro’s number, respectively. Rg =1.107×10-2M

0.605

for PS in toluene.26 The overlap

concentration from semidilute to concentrated solution, C** is, however, independent of
molecular weight and can be estimated from the equation24
C ** 

0.77
 * *

(2)

where   **  2.5 N AVe / M ** , Ve  (4 / 3) R g , , R g , is the unperturbed root-mean-square
3

end-to-end distance of a polymer chain having a molecular weight of M**. For PS, the
entanglement MW, M** is ~ 20,000,27 and R g , is ~ 3 nm.24 As toluene evaporated from the
capillary edge in the sphere-on-flat geometry, the concentration of the solution front at the
contact line gradually increased with time, undergoing from dilute to semidilute to
concentrated solution; and eventually forming a glassy polymer ring. From eq. (1) and (2),
the C* for PS with different molecular weights can be calculated, yielding C* = 36 mg/ml for
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PS-60K, 21 mg/ml for PS-112K, 6.8 mg/ml for PS-420K, and 3.6 mg/ml for PS-876K. The
C** for all PS solutions is 90 mg/ml.
Based on the values of C* obtained above, we argue that, for PS-60K, the polymer
coils cannot overlap because the solution cannot reach such a high C* (i.e., 36 mg/ml) during
the course of the solvent evaporation. Accordingly, the viscosity (related to the pinning
force) of the solution front was so low that no contact line was pinned to reduce the speed of
the displacement of the meniscus at the capillary edge (Figure 5-1). A steady movement of
the solution front was resulted in. A thin layer of polymer solution was, thus, left behind.
Eventually, isolated polymer dots (Figure 5-2) were formed due to the rupture of the liquid
thin film driven by unfavorable interfacial interaction between liquid-like PS film and the
substrate (i.e., possessing a positive Hamaker constant, A for PS, thereby causing thin film
unstable and dewetting).
For PS-112K, the C* is relatively low (i.e., 21 mg/ml). The polymer coils may
overlap, leading to an increase in the viscosity of the solution front (the intrinsic viscosity,
[] is proportional to the square root of MW, i.e.,    K M  3 , where K is Mark-Houwink
constant, and  is chain expansion factor). Thus, the speed of the displacement of the
meniscus at the capillary edge decreased during the solvent evaporation and the pinning of
the contact line occurred. As a consequence, more polymers were transported by the capillary
flow to the capillary edge, thereby forming a ring. The contact angle of the meniscus
decreased due to the evaporative loss of the solvent. When the contact angle was smaller than
the critical contact angle, at which the capillary force became larger than the pinning force,
the solution front jumped inward to a new position.11 Repetitive deposition and recession
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cycles of the contact line in the sphere-on-Si geometry resulted in the formation of concentric
rings of PS-112K as shown in Figure 5-3.11
It is easy to understand that the speed of the solution front decreased more significant
when the higher MW PS was used (i.e., PS-420K and PS-876K). The formation of concentric
rings is clearly evident (Figure 5-4). The polymer coils of PS-420K and PS-876K overlapped
significantly since C* was only 6.8 mg/ml and 3.6 mg/ml, respectively. The viscosity
increased dramatically during the solvent evaporation as compared to that of PS-112K. The
higher the molecular weight of the polymer, the faster is the rate of increase in viscosity due
to the increase in concentration as a result of the solvent evaporation.28 This caused a
reduction in the speed of solution front, v,29 thereby leading to the development of fingering
instabilities at a propagating front.23 Rings with fingers as well as punch-hole-like structures
were manifestations of simultaneous occurrence of the “stick-slip” motion of the contact line
and the fingering instabilities of rings.

Curvature Effect
The mesoscale surface patterns formed by drying the PS toluene solution in a sphereon-Si geometry can be dynamically tuned by proper choice of the curvature of the sphere.
The optical micrograph of the surface pattern produced by drying the 0.25 mg/ml PS-420K
toluene solution is shown in Figure 5a. In this study, the spherical lens with curvature of 1/2
cm-1 was replaced with a push-pin with curvature of 1/2.5 cm-1. Compared to the patterns in
Figure 5-4, an important piece of information was readily gained from Figure 5-5: more
fingers and punch-holes were obtained under the same range of X (i.e., the same image size
in Figure 5-4 and 5-5) as the curvature of the sphere decreased. This is simply because the
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evaporation rate of toluene in the sphere-on-Si geometry slowed down with a large R of the
upper sphere. As a result, the displacement of the meniscus at the capillary edge, v reduced.
A slower v triggered the earlier onset of fingering instabilities, and thus the punch-hole-like
structures subsequently (e.g., the punch-hole-like structures formed at X = 3250 m (Figure
5d-e) as compared to those at X = 2950 m (Figure 4d-e)). The uniform zone of the punchhole-like structure increased. This suggested the possibility of obtaining well-ordered punchholes structures over larger surface area by manipulating the curvature of the sphere.
The 2D AFM height images, representing the patterns formed at the different stages
of the dying process (i.e., progressed from fingering instabilities on the rings to punch-holelike structures), are shown in Figure 5-5b-e. The characteristic distance between adjacent PS
fingers on a ring, F and the height of the ring, h were 24.36 m, 339 nm at X = 4100 m
(Figure 5-5b), 20.60 m, 303 nm at X = 3450 m (Figure 5-5c), and 18.99 m, 289 nm at X
= 3250 m (Figure 5-5d-e). Further scrutiny of the rings having fingers at their edges in
Figure 5-5b-c revealed the formation of isolated dots, residing (Figure 5b-c) or connecting
(Figure 5-5c) between two adjacent fingers, driven by the Rayleigh instability. As the
solution front neared the center of the push-pin/Si contact, the mass transportation was
facilitated owing to a closer distance between two adjacent rings. This led to the formation of
more punch-hole-like structures. The average width and height of fingers at the center
connecting two adjacent rings is 5.9 m and 228 nm as measured by AFM (Figures 5d-e).
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Figure 5-5. Curvature effect (a) Optical micrograph of surface patterns of PS-420K produced
by the evaporation induced self-assembly of the PS-420K toluene solution confined between
the push-pin and Si substrate. The radius of curvature of the push-pin is 2.5 cm. The fingers
and the punch-hole-like structures (colourful patterns on light gray Si substrate) are clearly
evident. The initial concentration, c is 0.25 mg/ml. Scale bar = 70 m. The arrow on the
upper right denotes the direction of the motion of the solution front. (b-d) 2D AFM height
images of surface patterns, roughly corresponding to the locations in the upper left, middle,
and lower right of the optical micrograph in (a). (e) A corresponding 3D AFM height image
of (d). The image size is 100 x 100 m2.
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Conclusion
Mesoscale polymer patterns were formed by evaporation of a polymer solution in the
capillary formed by a sphere resting on a plate (i.e., sphere-on-flat geometry). The change in
the polymer molecular weight (MW) led to very pronounced morphological change in the
resulting structures. At low MW, the dewetting process occurred, leaving behind randomly
distributed dots at the surface. At intermediate MW, the self-assembled concentric rings were
formed by repetition of the deposition and recession cycle of the contact lines. At high MW,
concentric rings, rings with fingers, and punch-hole-like structures were produced.
Furthermore, the change in the radius of curvature of the upper sphere was found to
affect the pattern formation. A smaller curvature caused an earlier onset of the formation of
fingers and punch-hole-like structures when the high MW PS was utilized as a nonvolatile
solute. The present studies provide valuable insights into the rationale of creating intriguing
polymer patterns by varying the molecular weight and tuning the radius of curvature of the
sphere in the sphere-on-flat geometry, which in turn render the control over the solvent
evaporation and associated flow.
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Abstract
Hundreds of gradient concentric rings of linear conjugated polymer, (poly[2methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene], i.e., MEH-PPV) with remarkable
regularity over large areas were produced by controlled “stick-slip” motions of the contact
line in a confined geometry consisting of a sphere on a flat substrate (i.e., sphere-on-flat
geometry). Subsequently, MEH-PPV rings were exploited as a template to direct the
formation of gradient concentric rings of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) with
controlled density. This method is simple, cost effective, and robust, combining two
consecutive self-assembly processes, namely, evaporation-induced self-assembly of
polymers in a sphere-on-flat geometry, followed by subsequent directed self-assembly of
MWNTs on the polymer-templated surfaces.
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Introduction
Spontaneous self-assembly of nanoscale materials to form well ordered, often
intriguing complex structures via irreversible solvent evaporation from a solution containing
nonvolatile solutes (e.g., nanoparticles, colloids, and DNA) provides a simple route to
functional materials.1-11 When compared with other conventional techniques (e.g.,
photolithography, e-beam lithography, soft-lithography, and nanoimprint lithography), the
surface patterning by controlled solvent evaporation is simple and cost-effective. It offers a
lithography- and external field-free means of organizing nanoscopic materials into ordered
microscopic structures over large surface areas in a facile routine.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been widely recognized as a potential material for use
as semiconducting or conducting elements in nanoelectronics, sensors, and nanoscale
transistors due to their outstanding electrical, optical, mechanical, and structural properties.1223

The physicochemical properties of CNT-based materials strongly depend on the order and

orientation of CNTs.14,

15, 24-28

To this end, impressive recent studies have centered on

developing techniques for patterning and depositing CNTs on the surface by arranging them
into well-ordered arrays with controlled coverage, including electric-field-assisted growth,29,
30

the use of controlled flocculation in laminar microfluidic networks,14 selective laser

ablation,24 guided chemical vapor deposition growth on single-crystal quartz substrates using
patterned stripes of iron catalyst,31 and blown bubble film process32 to fabricate nanotubebased devices, e.g., high density sensor arrays and thin film transistors.31-34 Successful
implementation of CNTs also requires strategies to deposit and pattern CNTs over large
areas, which still remains challenging especially if gradient variation of patterning (e.g.,
spacing) is desirable.
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Recently, self-organized gradient concentric ring patterns have been produced by
confining a drop of polymer solution in a restricted geometry composed of either two
cylindrical mica surfaces placed perpendicular to each other or a sphere on a flat surface.35-44
Rather than allowing the solvent to evaporate over the entire droplet area as in copious past
work, in which droplets evaporated from a single surface,45-47 the evaporation was restricted
at the droplet edges.35-37 Concentric rings were formed by controlled, repetitive pinning and
depinning of the contact line (i.e., “stick-slip” motion).35-37 However, to the best of our
knowledge, gradient concentric rings composed of CNTs with unprecedented regularity have
not been reported to date. CNTs organized in a gradient concentric ring mode may offer
possibilities for mass production of CNT-based electronic devices to explore the channel
length effect on the mobility of CNTs in one step.
Herein, we present a simple and straightforward method to create gradient concentric
rings of CNTs over very large surface areas by combining two consecutive self-assembly
processes. Hundreds of gradient concentric polymer rings with remarkable regularity were
spontaneously formed on Si substrate via evaporation-induced self-assembly of polymer in a
confined geometry consisting of a sphere on a flat Si substrate (Figure 6-1). The concentric
polymer rings on the Si were then exploited as a chemically patterned surface to guide the
formation of multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) rings (i.e., directed self-assembly).
Specifically,

a

drop

of

water-dispersed

MWNTs

mixed

with

poly

(diallyl

dimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA) was cast on the surface of the template polymer rings.
The periodically alternating hydrophobic polymer rings and hydrophilic Si substrate (i.e., Si
rings) provided different wettabilities for the MWNT/PDDA solution. As water evaporated,
the MWNT solution dewetted the polymer rings while forming MWNT rings on the Si rings.
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The combination of spontaneous evaporation-induced self-assembly and subsequent directed
self-assembly offers a new means of patterning microscopic CNT rings over large areas. This
method is fast and cost-effective, eliminating the need for multistage lithography and
externally applied forces.

Experimental
Evaporation-Induced Self-Assembly of MEH-PPV Rings in a Sphere-on-Flat Geometry.
Linear conjugated polymer, poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]
(MEH-PPV; molecular weight = 50-300 kg/mol; American Dye Sources) was selected as the
nonvolatile solute to prepare a 0.075 mg/ml MEH-PPV toluene solution. Si wafers and
spherical lenses made from fused silica (the radius of curvature, R = 1.65 cm, and the
diameter, D = 1 cm (Figure 6-1a)) were cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and
Nochromix. They were rinsed extensively with DI water and then blown dry with N2. A
sphere-on-flat geometry was constructed and implemented as follows. Both the spherical lens
and Si substrate were firmly fixed at the top and bottom of sample holders, respectively. An
inchworm motor was used to bring the upper sphere into near contact with lower stationary
Si substrate. Before contact, with just a few hundred micrometers between the surfaces, 20
µL of MEH-PPV toluene solution was loaded and trapped between the sphere and Si due to
capillary forces. The sphere was finally moved into contact with the Si substrate. Thus, a
capillary-held MEH-PPV toluene solution was formed with evaporation rate highest at the
extremity, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6-1a. This geometry led to a controlled,
repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the three phase contact line, which moved toward the
sphere/Si contact center (Figure 6-1a) during the course of toluene evaporation. As a result,
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gradient concentric MEH-PPV rings were formed on both the spherical lens and the Si
substrate. Only the ring patterns formed on the Si substrate were utilized as templates in this
study (Figure 6-1b).

Figure 6-1. (a) Schematic illustration of a drop of polymer solution trapped between a sphere
and a Si substrate (i.e., a sphere-on-flat geometry), forming a capillary-held polymer
solution. During the course of solvent evaporation, concentric rings composed of polymer
were formed by controlled, repetitive “stick-slip” motion of the contact line. X1, X2, and X3
are the distances of ring away from the sphere/Si contact center at outermost region (X1),
intermediate region (X2), and innermost region (X3), respectively. (b) Optical micrograph of
gradient concentric MEH-PPV rings formed in the sphere-on-flat geometry (Figure 6-1a). A
decrease in center-to-center distance between the rings, C-C with increasing proximity to the
center of sphere/Si contact (i.e., from location X1 to X2 to X3 (Figure 6-1a)) is clearly evident.
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Directed Self-Assembly of Gradient Concentric MWNT Rings. To prepare oxidized
MWNTs (i.e., MWNTs with surface and end carboxyl groups), as-supplied MWNTs (20 mg,
O.D. × I.D., 15-20 nm × 5-10 nm; Sigma-Aldrich) were added to nitric acid (60 %, 30 ml),
and sonicated for 10 min for initial dispersion, followed by a 12 h reflux at 130 ºC. The
dispersion was cooled to room temperature and filtered using a 1µm-pore PTFE membrane
filter. The purified MWNTs were rinsed extensively with DI water. The reflux with nitric
acid produced carboxyl, hydroxyl, and carbonyl groups at the defect sites of the MWNTs.
Subsequently, purified MWNTs were dispersed in DI water again and further oxidized with
potassium permanganate perchloric acid solution.48-50 Finally, the dispersion was filtered and
rinsed with HCl solution. As a result, carboxylic acid functionalized MWNTs were obtained
(i.e., MWNT-COOH; 14 mg)51 and dried at 70 ºC under vacuum for 24 h. A 0.05 mg/ml
MWNT-COOH DI water solution was prepared after ultrasonication for 1 h. To improve the
processibility and facilitate electrostatic compatibility, 25 L of 20% aqueous positively
charged polyelectrolyte, poly(diallyl dimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA, molecular
weight = 200-350 kg/mol; Aldrich) was added into the above mentioned 0.25 mg MWNT in
5 ml DI water. The MWNT/PDDA water solution was cast on the MEH-PPV ring-patterned
Si substrate by two different methods: overspreading the entire MEH-PPV ring patterned
surface (Method a) and partially covering the MEH-PPV rings (Method b) as depicted in
Figure 6-2a and 6-2b, respectively. In Method a, a 50 µl drop of the MWNT/PDDA water
solution was cast at the center of the MEH-PPV rings. The solution spread freely and
exceeded the outermost MEH-PPV ring (Figure 6-2a). In Method b, only a 10 µl drop of
solution was applied on the top of MEH-PPV rings locally and was trapped between the
inner- and outer-most rings (Figure 6-2b). The experiments were performed inside a sealed
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chamber. It took about 4 h and 8 h to allow the water to completely evaporate in Method a
and Method b, respectively. After drying, the samples were immersed in toluene for 40 min
to selectively dissolve the MEH-PPV rings. Finally, the samples were rinsed extensively with
ethanol, sonicated for 1 min, and blow-dried with N2.

Characterizations. An Olympus BX51 optical microscope (OM) in the reflection
mode was used to investigate the ring patterns deposited on the Si substrate. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images of the rings were obtained using a Digital instruments Dimension
3100 scanning force microscope in the tapping mode. BS-tap300 tips from Budget Sensors
with spring constants ranging from 20 to 75 N/m were used as scanning probes. Raman
measurements were performed (confocal Raman microscope alpha300R (WiTec); exited
with a 514 nm Ar+ laser at 4 mW) to confirm the formation of periodic MWNT rings. A
Raman mapping of MWNT rings was acquired by using 100x objective and integration time
of 0.2-1 s for each 360x360 nm pixel in Raman image.

Results and Discussion
In the evaporation-induced self assembly (where MEH-PPV toluene solution was
loaded between a spherical lens and a Si substrate (Figure 6-1a)) evaporative loss of toluene
at the capillary edge triggered the pinning of the contact line (i.e., “stick”). The outermost
MEH-PPV ring was thus formed. During the deposition of MEH-PPV, the initial contact
angle of the capillary edge decreased gradually due to evaporation of toluene to a critical
angle, at which the capillary force (depinning force) becomes larger than the pinning force.37
This caused the contact line to jump to a new position (i.e., “slip”), and a new ring was
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developed.36,

37, 45

Repeated pinning and depinning cycles of the contact line led to the

formation of gradient concentric rings of MEH-PPV (Figure 6-1b). Notably, the center to
center distance between adjacent rings, C-C decreased with increased proximity to the
sphere/Si contact center (i.e., from X1 to X3), which can be attributed to the competition
between linear pinning force and nonlinear capillary force.37 At the outermost region, X1,
both λC-C and MEH-PPV ring height, hMEH-PPV decreased progressively from λC-C = 20.6 µm,
hMEH-PPV = 14.8 nm (X1 in Figure 6-1b) to 11.2 µm and 7.6 nm at the intermediate region (X2
in Figure 1b) to 4.3 µm and 1.5 nm at the innermost region (X3 in Figure 6-1c), as measured
by atomic force microscope (AFM). Only a small zone of the entire gradient concentric ring
pattern is shown in Figure 6-1b. The entire ring pattern was formed over

 (

D' 2
)    (8/ 2) 2  50.24 mm 2 surface areas, where D’ is the diameter of the outermost
2

ring in the present study (D’ = 8 mm), dictated by the volume of the MEH-PPV solution and
the diameter of the spherical lens used, D (D = 1 cm in Figure 6-1a). The axially symmetric
sphere-on-flat geometry provides a unique environment (i.e., a bound solution) for
controlling the flow within an evaporating droplet, which in turn regulates the structure
formation.36-42 Thus, in sharp contrast to the irregular concentric rings formed due to
stochastic “stick-slip” cycles of the contact line when a droplet evaporates from a single
surface (i.e., an unbound solution),45,

46, 52, 53

highly ordered, gradient concentric rings of

MEH-PPV are produced using the sphere-on-flat geometry.
Gradient concentric MEH-PPV rings are intriguing templates to guide self-assembly
of nanoscale materials, i.e., MWNTs, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6-2. The pristine
MWNTs showed poor dispersibility in water. To improve the water solubility, the MWNT
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surface was functionalized with carboxylic acid groups (-COOH) via repeated oxidation and
ultrasonication treatment (see Experimental Methods). The 0.5 wt% positively charged poly
(diallyl dimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA) was added to the MWNT solution to further
improve the water dispersibility and enhance the adhesion of MWNTs to the Si substrate54
before drop-casting the solution onto the MEH-PPV ring-patterned Si substrate using Method
a and Method b. In Method a, the droplet was free to spread on Si outside the MEH-PPV
rings, during which the contact angle decreased without the pinning of the contact line while
the droplet maintained the circular shape. As a result, the solution film thickness reduced to a
thickness comparable to the height of MEH-PPV rings during water spreading and
evaporation. The periodically alternating hydrophobic MEH-PPV ring and hydrophilic Si
substrate between the MEH-PPV rings (i.e., Si rings) provided different wettabilities for the
MWNT/PDDA solution. The interaction between hydrophilic MWNT/PDDA and
hydrophilic Si facilitated the deposition of MWNTs onto Si rings, while MWNT/PDDA
dewetted hydrophobic MEH-PPV rings. As water evaporated, the water meniscus receded
from the MEH-PPV rings (red arrow in Figure 6-2c), driven by the capillary force. The
MWNTs were pushed to Si rings in a direction perpendicular to the receding water front as a
result of evaporation-induced capillary flow. Furthermore, the electrostatic interaction
between positively charged PDDA and negatively charged MWNT promoted both CNTCNT electrostatic repulsion and CNT hydrophilicity.54 The electrostatic interaction between
SiO groups and the positively charged PDDA enhanced MWNT adhesion to the Si substrate
to form a uniform ring.54-56 The synergy of capillary force and electrostatic interaction
effectively directed the self-assembly of the MWNTs onto the Si rings over the entire MEHPPV template.
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Figure 6-2. (a) and (b) Methods used to cast the MWNT/PDDA water solution (c = 0.05
mg/ml). (a) Solution overspread the entire surface of ring patterns (Method a). (b) Solution
covered only a small part of ring pattern (Method b). (c) Optical micrograph during the
formation of MWNT rings by Method a. The water meniscus retreated along the MEH-PPV
ring surface (i.e., dewetting on hydrophobic MEH-PPV ring), as indicated by a red arrow in a
blue dashed box, thereby forming two MWNT rings adjacent to each other. Scale bar = 30
µm. (d) Optical micrograph during the formation of MWNT rings by Method b. The solution
was confined within the MEH-PPV rings. As water evaporated (direction indicated by a red
arrow), a periodic family of MWNT rings were left behind on the Si substrate. Scale bar = 70
µm.
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In Method b, where a drop of MWNT/PDDA solution covered only a small part of
MEH-PPV ring pattern, the droplet maintained its circular shape and was confined within
hydrophobic concentric rings, resulting in a larger, fixed contact angle than in Method a
(Figure 6-2b). During water evaporation the water meniscus retreated along concentric MEHPPV rings driven by the capillary force, leaving behind rake-like MWNTs deposited on the
Si rings as shown in the left portion of Figure 6-2d. The MWNTs were tethered to Si rings
through the electrostatic interaction facilitated by positively charged PDDA (i.e., forming a
MWNTs/PDDA/Si layer).54-56
The dimension of the microscopic concentric MWNT rings was significantly affected
by the geometric constraints imposed by the MEH-PPV rings. Due to the gradient nature of
the template of MEH-PPV rings, gradient concentric MWNT rings were achieved after
selective removal of MEH-PPV with toluene, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6-3a.
Figure 6-3b-d shows optical micrographs of gradient concentric MWNT rings obtained (via
Method a), corresponding to the location of original MEH-PPV rings at the outermost (X1),
intermediate (X2), and innermost (X3) regions, respectively, from Figure 6-1b. The size and
shape of the MWNT rings was highly complementary to those of original MEH-PPV rings
and were not disrupted during the successive dissolving of MEH-PPV with toluene.
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Figure 6-3. (a) Schematic stepwise representation of formation of gradient concentric
MWNT rings. Evaporation-induced self-assembly of MEH-PPV rings on Si substrate from
MEH-PPV toluene solution in sphere-on-flat geometry. Then a drop of MWNT/PDDA water
solution was drop-cast onto the MEH-PPV ring-patterned Si substrate. Upon completion of
water evaporation, MWNT rings were formed in between MEH-PPV rings (second panel).
After selective removal of MEH-PPV with toluene, gradient concentric MWNT rings can be
revealed (last panel). (b-d) Optical micrographs of highly ordered, gradient MWNT rings on
Si substrate over large areas produced by template-assisted self-assembly as described in (a)
(Method a). The locations of MWNT rings corresponding to original MEH-PPV templates
are (a) at X1, (b) at X2, and (c) at X3 (Figure 1b), respectively. Scale bars = 45 µm.
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Figure 6-4. AFM height images corresponding to optical micrographs shown in Figure 6-3b3d. (a) at outermost region, X1, (b) at intermediate region, X2, and (c) at innermost region X3.
Close-ups of individual ring are shown in the right panel, in which MWNTs formed random
network and were densely packed. The image size is 80 x 80 µm2 for the left panels, 20 x 20
µm2 for the right panel of (a), 10 x 10 µm2 for the right panel of (b) and (c). The z scale is 50
nm for all images.
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To quantify the dimension of adsorbed MWNT rings in Figure 6-3b-d, AFM
measurements were performed. Figure 4 shows AFM height images corresponding to optical
micrographs in Figure 6-3b-d. Locally, the rings appear as parallel stripes. The number of
stripes in the 80 x 80 µm2 scanning area increases from 5 (left panel in Figure 6-4a) to 9
(Figure 6-4b) to 16 (Figure 6-4c). Section analysis of these AFM images revealed that the
width of rings, w decreased from w = 15.1 µm at X1, to w = 8.2 µm at X2, to w = 2.5 µm at X3
(see Supporting Information). This correlated well with the values obtained from the
template of MEH-PPV rings. The thickness of MWNTs, hMWNT was rather constant in all
locations (i.e., hMWNT = ~ 19 nm in X1, X2, and X3), suggesting the formation of a monolayer
of MWNT on the Si substrate given that the thickness of a MWNT was approximately 20
nm, as determined by TEM (Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-5. TEM image of a MWNT with a thickness of 20 nm.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6-6. (a) Optical micrograph of highly ordered MWNT rings at the region in between
X1 and X2 produced by Method b. Locally, they appeared as parallel stripes. Scale bar = 20
µm. (b) Corresponding AFM height image. (c-d) The close-up AFM images marked in (b),
where (c) and (d) are phase and height images, respectively. Densely packed MWNTs
bundles are clearly evident in (d). The image size is 50 x 50 µm2 in (b), and 5.8 x 5.8 µm2 in
(c) and (d). The z scale is 50 nm for all images.
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Further scrutiny of each individual MWNT ring obtained by Method a revealed a
random network of densely packed MWNTs (right panels in Figure 6-4). The formation of a
random network of MWNTs can be rationalized as follows. Complete water evaporation
from MEH-PPV ring-patterned Si substrate was over a course of 4 h, rather than 30 min as in
the case of MEH-PPV in which toluene was used. Thus, the evaporation-induced capillary
flow was slow and could not orient the MWNT along the flow direction during the drying
process. Consequently, the MWNTs were randomly dispersed within a ring.
Figure 6-6 shows the optical micrograph and AFM images of MWNT rings formed at
the region in between X1 and X2 prepared by Method b. In comparison to monolayer of
MWNT rings produced by Method a (Figure 6-4), densely packed MWNT bundles were
observed (Figure 6b-d), manifested in a larger value of thickness, hMWNT = ~ 42 nm (see
Supporting Information). This is attributed to the larger initial contact angle formed by using
Method b as depicted in Figure 6-2b. A larger contact angle due to unfavorable interfacial
interaction between hydrophobic MEH-PPV rings and hydrophilic MWNT/PDDA allowed
more MWNTs to deposit on Si rings, thereby yielding thicker, densely packed MWNTs. The
width of the rings was 4.0 µm, smaller than 8.2~15.1 µm (corresponding to the width in X1
and X2 regions) values obtained using Method a. This may be explained by the fact that, due
to larger initial contact angle, the MWNTs deposited on Si rings right after the solution front
receded from the MEH-PPV rings while the deposition was still liquid-like. The residual
amount of water in the liquid-like MWNT rings further evaporated and retracted in a
direction perpendicular to the ring from both edges, thereby leading to rings with a smaller
width. This perpendicular flow may partially contribute to the larger thickness of the
MWNTs obtained (Figure 6c-d and Supporting Information). This process also promoted the
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ordering of MWNTs inside the microscopic ring. The orientation of MWNTs within the ring
was improved (i.e., aligned along the ring in Figure 6-6d) as compared with rings obtained by
Method a in which MWNTs formed a random network (Figure 6-4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-7. Raman images of MWNT rings on Si substrate produced by Method a, acquired
by integration of Raman intensity at G mode (1586 cm–1). (a) at outermost region, X1, (b) at
intermediate region, X2, and (c) at innermost region X3. The scale bars are 6 µm, 5 µm, and 5
µm in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The Raman intensity varied from dark (low) to bright
(high) color.

To verify the formation of periodic MWNT rings, Raman mapping was conducted.
For the MWNT rings produced by Method a, the high-resolution Raman mapping obtained
with typical Raman G mode of MWNT (1586 cm–1) at three different locations (i.e., X1, X2,
and X3 in Figure 6-1a) confirmed the formation of gradient concentric MWNT rings with
decreased periodicity as clearly evidenced in Figure 6-7. The contrast of Raman image
reflects the monolayer coverage of MWNTs produced by Method a. On the other hand, the
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densely-packed MWNT rings formed by Method b exhibited much higher contrast in optical
microscope image (Figure 6-8a) and corresponding Raman mapping (Figure 6-8b). The welldefined MWNT rings visible in the Raman G mode provided enhanced contrast in Raman
intensity variation across eight MWNT rings (Figure 6-8b) as compared to that of monolayer
MWNT rings in Figure 6-7. The presence of intense Raman peaks on the MWNT rings while
zero counts in between the MWNT rings (i.e., on the Si rings) validated that there were no
MWNTs on the Si rings which were formed after the removal of MEH-PPV rings (Figure 68c). This was consistent with optical microscopy observation (Figure 6-8a).

Figure 6-8. (a) Optical micrograph of MWNT rings produced by Method b. (b)
Corresponding Raman image acquired by integration of Raman intensity at G mode (1586
cm–1). The Raman intensity varies from dark (low) to bright (high) color. (c) The Raman
intensity variation at G mode across the MWNT rings on Si substrate. The measurements
were performed in a direction perpendicular to the ring pattern as indicated by a white dotted
line in Raman image (b). The scale bars are 10 µm and 20 µm in (a) and (b), respectively.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the use of sphere-on-flat geometry provides remarkable
control over the evaporative flux, thereby leading to evaporation-induced self-assembly of
gradient concentric rings of polymers with unprecedented regularity by repeated “stick-slip”
cycles of the contact line. Subsequently, the polymeric rings were exploited as templates to
direct self assembly of MWNTs from the water solution (i.e., deposition on hydrophilic Si
substrate and dewetting on hydrophobic polymer rings). After water evaporation followed by
selective removal of the template of polymer rings, gradient concentric MWNT rings over
very large areas were achieved (i.e., 50 mm2 in the present study, which was dictated by the
initial volume of polymer solution loaded and the diameter of spherical lens used, D. By
increasing D and placing loading a larger amount of polymer solution, MWNT rings with
even larger areas can ultimately be achieved). The spacing, width, and height of MWNT
rings can be finely tailored by using different casting methods. This facile technique opens
up a new avenue for high throughput, lithography- and external field-free patterning of
microscopic CNT rings over large areas. We envisage that, by replacing MWNTs with
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), the formation of gradient concentric SWNT rings
from solution-based SWNTs may be suitable for applications in electrics, optics, and sensors,
for example, mass production of SWNT-based electronic devices to explore the channel
length effect on the mobility of SWNTs in one step.
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Supporting Information

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6-S1. (a)-(c) Section analysis of an individual MWNT ring in the right panel of
Figure 6-4 (a)-(c), respectively. (d) Section analysis of a MWNT ring in Figure 6-6 (c).
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CHAPTER 7: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic self assembly via irreversible solvent evaporation of a droplet containing
nonvolatile elements (i.e., polymers, nanoparticles, or colloids) represents an extremely
versatile way for one-step creation of complex large-scale or long-range ordered structures.
In our studies the key improvement over past procedures is that droplet evaporation was
guided through the use of a restricted geometry consisting of a spherical lens sitting on a flat
substrate (i.e., sphere-on-flat geometry), rather than allowing solvent evaporation over the
entire droplet area from a drop sitting on a single solid surface, as in copious past work. The
restricted geometries provided a unique environment for controlling the flow within an
evaporating, capillary-held droplet, which, in turn, regulates structure formation.

Highly ordered structures were produced by employing a variety of polymers to
explore the concentration effect, solvent effect, and interfacial interaction effect (i.e.,
substrate effect) on the resulting structure formation. Gradient concentric rings with
unprecedented regularity were produced from the restricted geometry in a simple,
controllable, cost-effective, and reproducible manner. Furthermore, the formations of the ring
with fingers and the punch-hole like structures as a result of fingering instabilities of the
moving meniscus have been investigated both experimentally and theoretically in terms of
the interfacial interaction between polymers and the substrate, the molecular weight of
polymers and the curvature of upper sphere by utilizing the PS, PMMA, and PS-b-PMMA
toluene solutions in the sphere-on-flat geometry.
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The present simple, lithography-free route allowed subsequent preparation of a great
variety of metal, metal oxide, and multiwalled carbon nanotube concentric rings with
controlled spacing, size, and thickness. The utilization of such gradient replica to engineer
biopolymers (e.g., DNA) has been demonstrated using concentric gold rings. By changing
the shape of the upper sphere in the restricted geometry (e.g., using the pyramidal lens,
triangular-sliced sphere, or chisel lens, rather than the sphere) and exploiting the consecutive
“stick-slip” motion of the contact line and the associated capillary flow, a family of complex
ordered mesoscale structures (e.g., concentric squares, triangular contour lines, and
concentric elliptics) were obtained.
These studies demonstrated that dynamic self-assembly of nonvolatile solutes via
irreversible solvent evaporation in a restricted geometry is a simple, one-step method to
create nanostructured materials possessing high regularity in a precisely controllable and
cost-effective manner, dispensing with the need for lithography techniques and external
fields.
The significance of this research lied in its promise to further enhance current
approaches to creating highly regular structures in a simple, controllable, and cost-effective
manner for use in photonics, electronics, optical materials, magnetic materials,
optoelectronics, nanotechnology, and biotechnology. The research may also shed some light
on microfluidic devices, which generally need an external electrical control and power
device, by providing a perspective on the use of capillary force to drive the flow without
relying on the mechanical and electrical driving force. Finally, by eliminating the expensive
and time-consuming electron-beam lithography process, the research may inspire a new
processing approach for fabricating annular Bragg resonators for advanced optical
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communication systems and ring resonator lasers for use as tunable laser systems in
integrated-photonic platforms.
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